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FIG. 1. This figure depicts the regime of energy scales over
which our description is controlled. The physics below the
parametrically low scale of Landau damping remains to be
understood.

rotational symmetry is broken whereas translation sym-
metry remains preserved. In the case of continuous
Pomeranchuk transitions, the bosons condense at zero
momentum and therefore couple to fermions at every
point of the Fermi surface. There is growing experimen-
tal evidence that such transitions have been observed in
several families of highly correlated materials including
the cuprate superconductors as well as in heavy fermion
compounds23. A similar treatment can be applied to the
case of quantum critical phenomena associated with the
density wave orders. We will consider these transitions
in a separate publication.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
construct a scaling theory that treats both low energy
bosons and fermions on an equal footing, which manages
to capture the correct behavior of both the fermion and
boson degrees of freedom when they are decoupled from
one another. In section 3, we describe our renormal-
ization group strategy and construct a non-Fermi liquid
fixed point that governs the theory in absence of four-
Fermi interactions. We describe the correlation functions
of both the boson and fermion degrees of freedom at the
non-Fermi liquid fixed point; they di↵er from the results
obtained in alternative treatments. In §4, we re-introduce
the four-Fermi interactions and describe subtleties associ-
ated with log2 divergences that arise in their presence. In
§5, we discuss controlled large N theories where the sub-
tleties of §4 do not arise, and we find fixed points which
generalize those of §3 to include four-Fermi interactions.
We show that these fixed points have no superconducting
instabilities. We close with a discussion of open issues in
§6. Explicit calculations which we refer to in the main
body are presented in several appendices.

II. EFFECTIVE ACTION AND SCALING
ANALYSIS

In the standard description of quantum critical points
in metals1, one starts with a theory involving fermion

fields  � with spin � =", # interacting at short dis-
tances with strong repulsive forces. These interactions
are decoupled by an auxiliary boson field � representing
a fermion bilinear, and the partition function is obtained
by averaging over all possible values of both the fermion
and boson fields. Initially, the auxiliary field has no dy-
namics and is massive. However, as high energy modes
of the material of interest are integrated out, radiative
corrections induce dynamics for the bosons.

In a Wilsonian theory, the dynamics are encapsulated
only in local, analytic corrections to the bare action. This
mode elimination is continued until eventually, the UV
cuto↵ ⇤ ⌧ EF represents the scale up to which the
quasiparticle kinetic energy ✏(k) can be linearized about
the Fermi level. At these low energies, and in the vicin-
ity of the quantum critical point where the field � con-
denses, it is legitimate to view � as an independent,
emergent fluctuating field. The resulting e↵ective low
energy Euclidean action consists of a purely fermionic
term, a purely bosonic term and a Yukawa coupling be-
tween bosons and fermions:

S =

Z
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Z
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(2⇡)2(d+1)
g(k, q) ̄(k) (k + q)�(q), (1)

where repeated spin indices are summed. The first term,
L , represents a Landau Fermi liquid, with weak residual
self-interactions incorporated in forward and BCS scat-
tering amplitudes. The second term represents an in-
teracting scalar boson field with speed c and mass m�

(which corresponds to the inverse correlation length that
vanishes as the system is tuned to the quantum criti-
cal point). The third term is the Yukawa coupling be-
tween the fermion and boson fields and is more naturally
described in momentum space. The quantity g(k, q) is
a generic coupling function that depends both on the
fermion momentum k, as well as the momentum trans-
fer q (we have suppressed spin indices for clarity). For a
spherically symmetric Fermi system, the angular depen-
dence of g(k, q) for |k| = kF can be decomposed into dis-
tinct angular momentum channels, each of which marks
a di↵erent broken symmetry. Familiar examples include
ferromagnetism (angular momentum zero) and nematic
order (angular momentum 2). More generally, the cou-
pling can be labelled by the irreducible representation of
the crystal point group and it respects symmetry trans-
formations under which � and  ̄ both change sign. The
e↵ective action in Eq. 1 will be the point of departure of
our analysis below.

We first describe a consistent scaling procedure for the
action in Eq. 1. The key challenge stems from the
fact that the boson and fermion fields have vastly dif-
ferent kinematics. Our bosons have dispersion relation
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with data at T5 14 and 30K offset and a small, linear background
contribution subtracted. At T5 4.6K, we clearly resolve three features
with apparently different origins. First, g(V, T) has a V-shaped depres-
sion around zero bias voltage, that is, for jVj = 10 mV. As shown
below, this scale is related23 to TK and we henceforth refer to this feature
as the ‘Kondo dip’. Second, we observe three peaks at around217,227
and 243mV that are only weakly temperature dependent (Fig. 2a,
arrows). The two more clearly developed peaks, at 227 and 243mV,
although broadened, have been resolved at temperatures of up to 40K.
Third, a more strongly temperature-dependent peak is located at
V<26mV (dashed line). We discuss these features separately in the
following.
The most clear-cut assignment is for the three peaks at 217, 227

and 243mV. These are due to CEF excitations: inelastic neutron
scattering measurements16 revealed such excitations at 17, 25 and
43meV, in excellent agreement with our STS results. Moreover, they
are clearly reflected in the renormalized band-structure calculation21

(Fig. 3e). The observation of these peaks underlines that bulk prop-
erties of YbRh2Si2 are predominantly probed by our STS. Because the
CEF excitations originate in ytterbium, this againmakes an ytterbium-
terminated surface unlikely and rather points to termination by silicon.
We emphasize that CEF excitations in an ytterbium, that is, hole,
system with occupied CEF levels are expected at negative voltages in
STS (in contrast to cerium-based Kondo systems) and follow naturally
from the Kondo picture in multi-orbital systems24.
To investigate the temperature evolution of these CEF-related

peaks, we focus on the most prominent one, at 243mV, and make
use of the surprising experimental finding of a nearly symmetric

g(V, T) profile. If the g(V, T) data measured for positive voltages are
mirrored to negative voltages, they appear to form a background on
top of which the peak resides (Supplementary Information, section V).
This is exemplified for g(V,T5 4.6K) by the dashed line in Fig. 2b. For
T = 40 K, the peak at243mV is clearly visible after this background
subtraction, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b for two represent-
ative temperatures. For all our measured samples, the peak is located
without any apparent temperature dependence at 2436 2mV, an
observation that is consistent with its ascription to CEF excitations.
The temperature dependence of this peak’s height is shown in Fig. 2c.
We now discuss the Kondo dip in our STS spectra around zero bias

voltage. These conductance curves (Fig. 2a) are to be compared with
those obtained on single magnetic Kondo impurities9–12, where tunnel-
ling not only into the conduction band but also into the localized state
contributes to the STS signal. The coupling between the two tunnelling
channels results in a typical Fano resonance4,5 at energy E0 and of width
C: g(V) / (g1 q)2/(g21 1). Here g5 2(eV2E0)/C and the asym-
metry parameter, q, relates the two tunnelling channels. YbRh2Si2
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Figure 1 | Topography of a cleaved YbRh2Si2 single crystal at 4.6K. a, View
(183 18 nm2) exemplifying the almost perfect surface in the a–b plane of the
tetragonal crystal structure shown in the inset. There was no sign of any other
structure in any of the six investigated single crystals. Gap voltage, 0.3V;
current set point, 0.6 nA. b, Magnified view of a (23 2 nm2). Shown are raw
data except for a plane correction. c, Fast Fourier transform of topography in
a, yielding a distance between the surface atoms of 4 Å.d,Magnified scans along
the lines through two defects indicated in a. Data (blue line) acquired almost
perpendicular to the fast scan direction indicate excellent stability.
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Figure 2 | Tunnelling spectroscopy of YbRh2Si2. a, Overview of tunnelling
conductance, g(V, T), at selected temperatures. Spectra at T5 14 and 30K are
offset for clarity. b, Spectra normalized to g(V5280mV, T). The dotted line
represents a background (data at 30K scaled by a factor a that accounts for the
temperature evolutionof theKondodip) for g(V,T5 4.6K) on topofwhich the
peak at approximately 26mV (upper inset) is superposed. The dashed line
shows data at 4.6K ‘mirrored’ from positive bias. The lower inset shows a
magnified view of the peak at243mV after subtraction of mirrored positive-
bias data. c–e, Temperature dependences estimated from b. c, CEF excitations
(arrows in a) exemplified for the243-meV peak (red) and the Kondo lattice
peak at26meV (pink; dashed line in a). Lines are guides to the eye. d, Relative
depth, h0, of the Kondo dip at zero bias; the line is a logarithmic fit. e, Width of
the peak at26mV; the line is a fit to equation (2). Locally resolved spectroscopy
at T5 4.6K did not indicate any spatial variation of spectroscopic features
(Supplementary Information, section III). Our spatial homogeneity is in accord
with a silicon-terminated surface. Error bars, s.e. of the fitted parameters.
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Experiment. The high-quality single
crystals on which this work depends were
grown in Kyoto and characterized in Bir-
mingham using methods described previous-
ly (19–21). Resistance ratios R(300K)/
R(4.2K) in excess of 100 were achieved.
These are approximately a factor of 10 higher
than those achieved elsewhere (22), and our
highest quality crystals show no sign of the
ferromagnetic inclusions that are sometimes
seen in Sr3Ru2O7. The transport experiments
were carried out in 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators in Birmingham and Cambridge
using standard four-terminal techniques.

High-temperature resistivity. Although
the evidence for low-temperature criticality
comes from a number of thermodynamic and
transport measurements (19), the most pre-
cise data have been obtained from magneto-
transport. The data are analyzed using the
general expression !(T) " !res # AT$, where
!res is the resistivity due to elastic scattering

at T " 0, A is a temperature-independent
coefficient related to a quasi-particle effec-
tive mass, and the exponent $ contains valu-
able information about the nature of the me-
tallic state. One of the key predictions of the
Fermi liquid theory of correlated electron
metals is that $ " 2 as T 3 0. A character-
istic signature of non-Fermi liquid metals has
been the observation of $ % 2 in this limit
(23). An indication of the existence of a
metamagnetic QCP in Sr3Ru2O7 comes from
analysis of “high-temperature” data taken be-
tween 4.5 and 40 K in a 4He cryostat. In the
field/temperature contour plot of $ (Fig. 1),
$ " 2 at low fields, falls to a power close to
1 near the metamagnetic field, and then
grows again as the field is increased further
(24).

Low-temperature resistivity. Although
these results are suggestive of a metamag-
netic QCP, they are not conclusive, as nei-
ther a first-order transition/low-tempera-
ture critical point nor a crossover can be
ruled out. It is not even clear whether $ "
2 will be recovered on the high-field side of
the transition. To address these issues, we
have extended the study to the low-temper-
ature region using a dilution refrigerator
(Fig. 2). As the field is changed through the
metamagnetic transition field, large chang-
es are observed in both !res and the tem-
perature-dependent part of !. Analysis of
the data shows that $ " 2 at low tempera-

tures. The clearest way to demonstrate this
is to fit the data below 350 mK to the form
!(T ) " !res # AT 2, subtract the value of
!res, and plot (! – !res)/T

2 versus T (Fig. 3).
The results contain two of the key signa-
tures expected of a QCP (9). First, A (which
can be read off as the zero temperature
intercept of the flat part of the data at each
field) changes by at least a factor of 7 from
its low-field value and shows behavior con-
sistent with a divergence at a single field,
as can be seen more clearly when plotted
explicitly as a function of field (Fig. 4). The
second feature is that the rise in A is ac-
companied by a fall in the characteristic
temperature below which the T 2 behavior is
observed. This is more difficult to quantify
because its definition requires the use of a
slightly arbitrary criterion, but the trend can
clearly be seen in the data.

These results (Figs. 2 to 4) are very
good evidence that the properties of
Sr3Ru2O7 are controlled by a QCP associ-
ated with the metamagnetic transition.
They are entirely consistent with the trend
suggested by the high-temperature trans-
port (Fig. 1), because $ " 2 is seen to be
recovered at both low and high fields, and
$ % 2 persists to progressively lower tem-
peratures as the QCP is approached. This is
perhaps our key experimental result, be-
cause it shows that Sr3Ru2O7 will give an
ideal opportunity to study the effect of a

Fig. 1. Summary of the high-temperature
resistivity, !, near the metamagnetic transi-
tion in Sr3Ru2O7, for magnetic field applied
parallel to the c axis. The plot shows the
temperature and field evolution of the expo-
nent, $, derived from the expression ! "
!res # AT$. At low field, the quadratic tem-
perature dependence expected in a Fermi
liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the meta-
magnetic field of &7.8 T, a power close to 1
persists down to 4.5 K, before rising again as
the field is increased.

Fig. 2. Sample raw resistivity (!) data for
Sr3Ru2O7 for B ! c below 1 K. Passing through
the metamagnetic field of &7.85 T leads to a
maximum in the strength of both the elastic
and inelastic scattering.

Fig. 3. The inelastic resistivity as a
function of temperature in Sr3Ru2O7,
for a number of applied fields. Passing
through the metamagnetic field de-
presses the crossover to the quadratic
behavior expected of a Fermi liquid
and leads to a sharp maximum in the
strength of the quasi-particle–quasi-
particle scattering.

Fig. 4. A summary of the data of
Figs. 2 and 3, expressed in terms of
the expression ! " !res # AT$. The
value given for A is from the lowest
temperature portion, when $ " 2.
The sharp peaking of A is very strong
evidence that when the field is sam-
pled at this resolution, the low-tem-
perature data are governed by the
existence of a metamagnetic quan-
tum critical point. Extrapolation of
the low- and high-field data gives a
critical field of 7.85 ' 0.05 T.
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YbRh2Si2 Sr3Ru2O7

parameter, this offers the possibility to approach a T ! 0 phase transition or QPT, which
separates a magnetically ordered from a nonmagnetic [paramagnetic (PM)] ground state at zero

temperature. In the case of a continuous phase transition being tuned to occur at T ! 0, this

QPT is referred to as a quantum-critical point (QCP). Instead of being driven by thermal

fluctuations as are finite-temperature phase transitions, a magnetic-to-nonmagnetic transition
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Figure 1

Magnetic quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in several heavy-fermion systems. (a) Suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by
hydrostatic pressure in CeIn3 and CeRhIn5 (from Reference 10). Around the critical pressure where the Néel temperature TN in cubic
CeIn3 and tetragonal CeRhIn5 (see insets of the crystal structures of both compounds) is suppressed down to T ! 0, superconductivity
appears with a transition temperature Tc. The superconducting Tc of CeRhIn5, in comparison to its Néel temperature TN, is rather high
due to the lower dimensionality of the spin fluctuations (more 2D than 3D, as in CeIn3). (b) Concentration-temperature (x,T)
magnetic phase diagram of Ce1"xLaxRu2Si2 (from Reference 11). TN again marks the onset of AF order for x > xc ! 0.075, and
T0 and T1 denote the characteristic temperature scales of the local fluctuations due to the Kondo effect (T0 # TK is the Kondo
temperature) and the spin fluctuations at the ordering wave vector. At low temperatures in the paramagnetic (PM) phase, Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior is observed. T1 remains finite even for x ! xc; although, a critical slowing down with T1 ! 0 is expected for T ! 0.
(c) Linear variation of the Néel temperature TN with Au concentration x in CeCu6"xAux above a critical value xc ! 0.1 (from
Reference 12). For x < xc, FL behavior is found below TFL, for example, in the electrical resistivity: Dr / T2. (d) Field-driven
quantum-critical point (QCP) in YbRh2Si2 (from Reference 13). Blue color denotes the FL behavior seen in electrical resistivity; that
is, Dr / T2, and the orange region marks the non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior with a linear-in-T resistivity. The data points and the
solid line indicate the T$ line, which marks the crossover regime where the Kondo effect breaks down (from Reference 14).
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Motivation: quantum critical metals

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + aT↵
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Based in large part on this paper and work in progress...
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Non-Fermi-liquid fixed point in a Wilsonian theory of quantum critical metals
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We study the problem of disorder-free metals near a continuous quantum critical point. We depart from the
standard paradigm [Hertz, Phys. Rev. B 14, 1165 (1976) and Millis, Phys. Rev. B 48, 7183 (1993)] and treat both
fermions and bosons (i.e., order parameter fields) on equal footing. We construct a Wilsonian effective field theory
that integrates out only high-energy boson and fermion modes. Below the upper critical dimension of the theory
(d = 3 spatial dimensions), we find new fixed points in which the bosons are described by the Wilson-Fisher
fixed point and are coupled to a non-Fermi-liquid metal. We describe subtleties with the renormalization group
flow of four-Fermi interactions, which can be surmounted in a controlled large-N limit. In this limit, we find that
the theory has no superconducting instability.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.125116 PACS number(s): 71.27.+a, 03.70.+k, 64.70.Tg

I. INTRODUCTION

Landau Fermi-liquid theory1 is a remarkably successful
framework that explains how a metal can remain a stable
phase of matter over a wide range of energy scales, despite
having infinitely many gapless excitations. From the modern
perspective of effective field theory, a Fermi liquid is governed
by a renormalization group (RG) fixed point in which most
interactions are irrelevant, due to the kinematic constraints
imposed by a Fermi surface.2–4 Indeed, the only way in which
a disorder-free Fermi liquid can be destabilized is by effective
attractive interactions, which lead to superconductivity.2–4

A significant fraction of highly correlated materials,
however, are not well described by the Fermi-liquid
paradigm.5,6 A key challenge remains to construct controlled
effective field theories of these “non-Fermi-liquid” metals that
encapsulate their universal properties and describe their sta-
bility. It is believed that an essential ingredient for non-Fermi-
liquid behavior is the presence of additional gapless degrees
of freedom (bosons tuned to criticality, or unscreened gauge
fields are two examples) that act as a source of dissipation for
the otherwise weakly interacting fermions of the metal. Many
have postulated that the resulting strongly coupled system
can capture much of the phenomenology of highly correlated
electron materials albeit in a vastly simplified context.7–20

Our focus here will be on quantum critical metals, which
are described by a Lagrangian containing, in addition to
the fermions of the metal, bosonic order parameter fields
whose mass is tuned to zero at a quantum critical point.
The standard paradigm for understanding quantum critical
metals21,22 involves integrating out all fermionic excitations,
including those modes that lie on the Fermi surface. In a
metal, this procedure is dangerous: integrating out gapless
modes on the Fermi surface will give rise to nonanalytic, and
even singular effective interactions among the bosons.23,24 A
more systematic treatment of such phenomena would invoke
a Wilsonian coarse-graining procedure in which only high-
energy modes are integrated out. A Wilsonian effective field
theory can never generate singular or nonanalytic corrections
to the action and can, in principle, be analyzed in a controlled
fashion.

To date, all descriptions of non-Fermi liquids involve
effective theories based on nonanalytic actions of one form or
another;7–14,17–19 they can only be obtained by integrating out
gapless modes. By contrast, we are motivated here by asking
whether non-Fermi-liquid fixed points can arise in Wilsonian
effective field theories. By explicit construction, we show that
this is indeed the case, which therefore places the notion
of a non-Fermi-liquid fixed point on firmer ground. In the
vicinity of the upper-critical dimension, which as we discuss
below is d = 3 spatial dimensions for the class of transitions
studied here, we find new fixed points in which the bosons are
described by a Wilson-Fisher fixed point and are coupled to a
non-Fermi liquid.

Non-Fermi liquid fixed points of Fermi surfaces coupled
to Landau damped U(1) gauge bosons were first studied in an
expansion about the upper-critical dimension in Ref. 12. We
follow a similar approach, but start instead with a UV fixed
point corresponding to a Fermi liquid coupled to undamped
critical order parameter fields. In a large-N limit to be
discussed in detail, the scaling trajectories away from the
UV fixed point lead unambiguously to the non-Fermi-liquid
fixed point obtained here; the properties associated with this
non-Fermi-liquid fixed point are different than the predictions
of the standard approach to the problem.25 In this limit, the
metal remains also stable against the presence of infinitesimal
attractive interactions at the non-Fermi-liquid fixed point. For
small N , however, there are IR singularities associated with
Landau damping, as well as interactions in the BCS channel,
which may cause the scaling trajectories to flow away from the
fixed point. Thus, for small N , the fixed point described below
describes the intermediate asymptotic behavior, above energy
scales that can be parametrically suppressed in the expansions
to be considered here (see Fig. 1).

In this paper, we will restrict our analysis to Pomeranchuk
instabilities, a classic and well-studied set of phase transitions
in condensed matter physics in which rotational symmetry
is broken whereas translation symmetry remains preserved.
In the case of continuous Pomeranchuk transitions, the
bosons condense at zero momentum and therefore couple
to fermions at every point of the Fermi surface. There is
growing experimental evidence that such transitions have been

125116-11098-0121/2013/88(12)/125116(11) ©2013 American Physical Society
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1.  Introduction

The Fermi liquid fixed point is a stable IR fixed point 
(modulo the BCS instability).
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Figure 1: Fermi sea (shaded) with two low-lying excitations, an electron at
p1 and a hole at p2.

that something very di!erent might emerge. All we can do here is to check

the guess for consistency (naturalness), and compare it with experiment.

Begin by examining the free action
!

dt d3p
"

i!†
!(p)"t!!(p) ! (#(p) ! #F)!†

!(p)!!(p)
#

. (12)

Here $ is a spin index and #F is the Fermi energy. The single-electron energy

#(p) would be p2/2m for a free electron, but in the spirit of writing down the

most general possible action we make no assumption about its form.5 The

ground state of this theory is the Fermi sea, with all states #(p) < #F filled

and all states #(p) > #F empty. The Fermi surface is defined by #(p) = #F.

Low lying excitations are obtained by adding an electron just above the Fermi

surface, or removing one (producing a hole) just below, as shown in figure 1.

Now we need to ask how the fields behave as we scale all energies by a

factor s < 1. In the relativistic case, the momentum scaled with the energy,
5A possible p-dependent coe!cient in the time-derivative term has been absorbed into

the normalization of !!(p).

13

Its starting point is the free fermion action:
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Figure 1: Fermi sea (shaded) with two low-lying excitations, an electron at
p1 and a hole at p2.
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#

. (12)

Here $ is a spin index and #F is the Fermi energy. The single-electron energy

#(p) would be p2/2m for a free electron, but in the spirit of writing down the

most general possible action we make no assumption about its form.5 The

ground state of this theory is the Fermi sea, with all states #(p) < #F filled

and all states #(p) > #F empty. The Fermi surface is defined by #(p) = #F.

Low lying excitations are obtained by adding an electron just above the Fermi

surface, or removing one (producing a hole) just below, as shown in figure 1.

Now we need to ask how the fields behave as we scale all energies by a

factor s < 1. In the relativistic case, the momentum scaled with the energy,
5A possible p-dependent coe!cient in the time-derivative term has been absorbed into

the normalization of !!(p).

13
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The scaling which governs the Fermi liquid fixed point, 
determined by the free action, is:

but here things are very di!erent. As figure 1 makes clear, as the energy

scales to zero we must scale the momenta toward the Fermi surface. To do

this, write the electron momentum as

p = k + l, (13)

where k is vector on the Fermi surface and l is a vector orthogonal to the

Fermi surface. Then when E ! sE, the momenta scale k ! k and l ! sl.

Expand the single particle energy

!(p) " !F = lvF(k) + O(l2), (14)

where the Fermi velocity vF = "p!. Scaling

dt ! s!1dt, dk ! dk, dl ! sdl, "t ! s"t, l ! sl, (15)

each term in the action
!

dt d2k dl
"

i#†
!(p)"t#!(p) " lvF(k)#†

!(p)#!(p)
#

(16)

scales as s1 times the scaling of #†#. The fluctuations of # thus scale as

s!1/2.

Now we play the e!ective field theory game, writing down all terms al-

lowed by symmetry and seeing how they scale. If we find a relevant term we

lose: the theory is unnatural. The symmetries are

1. Electron number.

2. The discrete lattice symmetries. Actually, in the action (12), we have

treated translation invariance as a continuous symmetry, so that mo-

mentum is exactly conserved. Because the electrons are moving in a

periodic potential, they can exchange discrete amounts of momentum

with the lattice. Including these terms, the free action can be rediag-

onalized, with the result that the integral over momentum becomes a

14
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we see that the Fermi field should scale as:

 ! s�1/2 .
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The first interaction, which determines the (in)stability of 
this fixed point, is:

sum over bands and an integral over a fundamental region (Brillouin

zone) for each band. This does not a!ect the analysis in any essential

way, so for simplicity we will treat momentum as exactly conserved. In

addition, the action is constrained by any discrete point symmetries of

the crystal.

3. Spin SU(2). In the c ! " limit, physics is invariant under independent

rotations of space and spin, so spin SU(2) acts as an internal symmetry.

Starting with terms quadratic in the fields, we have first
!

dt d2k dlµ(k)!†
!(p)!!(p). (17)

Combining the scaling of the various factors, this goes as s!1+1!2/2 = s!1.

This resembles a mass term, and it is relevant. Notice, though, that it can

be absorbed into the definition of "(p). We should expand around the Fermi

surface appropriate to the full "(p). Thus, the existence of a Fermi surface

is natural, but it is unnatural to assume it to have any very precise shape

beyond the constraints of symmetry. Adding one time derivative or one factor

of l makes the operator marginal, scaling as s0; these are the terms already

included in the action (16). Adding additional time derivatives or factors of

l makes an irrelevant operator.

Turning to quartic interactions, the first is
!

dt d2k1 dl1 d2k2 dl2 d2k3 dl3 d2k4 dl4 V (k1,k2,k3,k4) (18)

!†
!(p1)!!(p3)!

†
!!(p2)!!!(p4)#

3(p1 + p2 # p3 # p4).

This scales as s!1+4!4/2 = s, times the scaling of the delta-function. Let us

first be glib, and argue that

#3(p1 + p2 # p3 # p4) = #3(k1 + k2 # k3 # k4 + l1 + l2 # l3 # l4)

$ #3(k1 + k2 # k3 # k4). (19)

15

It naively scales like s and is irrelevant, but for special 
kinematic configurations the delta function scales and we 

get marginal forward scattering and BCS couplings.

As it has no other obvious interesting perturbations, it is 
seemingly not a good starting point to describe the non-
Fermi liquid physics which is apparently seen in many real 

systems...
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Some poster-child quantum critical metals:

La2-xSrxCuO4

with data at T5 14 and 30K offset and a small, linear background
contribution subtracted. At T5 4.6K, we clearly resolve three features
with apparently different origins. First, g(V, T) has a V-shaped depres-
sion around zero bias voltage, that is, for jVj = 10 mV. As shown
below, this scale is related23 to TK and we henceforth refer to this feature
as the ‘Kondo dip’. Second, we observe three peaks at around217,227
and 243mV that are only weakly temperature dependent (Fig. 2a,
arrows). The two more clearly developed peaks, at 227 and 243mV,
although broadened, have been resolved at temperatures of up to 40K.
Third, a more strongly temperature-dependent peak is located at
V<26mV (dashed line). We discuss these features separately in the
following.
The most clear-cut assignment is for the three peaks at 217, 227

and 243mV. These are due to CEF excitations: inelastic neutron
scattering measurements16 revealed such excitations at 17, 25 and
43meV, in excellent agreement with our STS results. Moreover, they
are clearly reflected in the renormalized band-structure calculation21

(Fig. 3e). The observation of these peaks underlines that bulk prop-
erties of YbRh2Si2 are predominantly probed by our STS. Because the
CEF excitations originate in ytterbium, this againmakes an ytterbium-
terminated surface unlikely and rather points to termination by silicon.
We emphasize that CEF excitations in an ytterbium, that is, hole,
system with occupied CEF levels are expected at negative voltages in
STS (in contrast to cerium-based Kondo systems) and follow naturally
from the Kondo picture in multi-orbital systems24.
To investigate the temperature evolution of these CEF-related

peaks, we focus on the most prominent one, at 243mV, and make
use of the surprising experimental finding of a nearly symmetric

g(V, T) profile. If the g(V, T) data measured for positive voltages are
mirrored to negative voltages, they appear to form a background on
top of which the peak resides (Supplementary Information, section V).
This is exemplified for g(V,T5 4.6K) by the dashed line in Fig. 2b. For
T = 40 K, the peak at243mV is clearly visible after this background
subtraction, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b for two represent-
ative temperatures. For all our measured samples, the peak is located
without any apparent temperature dependence at 2436 2mV, an
observation that is consistent with its ascription to CEF excitations.
The temperature dependence of this peak’s height is shown in Fig. 2c.
We now discuss the Kondo dip in our STS spectra around zero bias

voltage. These conductance curves (Fig. 2a) are to be compared with
those obtained on single magnetic Kondo impurities9–12, where tunnel-
ling not only into the conduction band but also into the localized state
contributes to the STS signal. The coupling between the two tunnelling
channels results in a typical Fano resonance4,5 at energy E0 and of width
C: g(V) / (g1 q)2/(g21 1). Here g5 2(eV2E0)/C and the asym-
metry parameter, q, relates the two tunnelling channels. YbRh2Si2
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Figure 1 | Topography of a cleaved YbRh2Si2 single crystal at 4.6K. a, View
(183 18 nm2) exemplifying the almost perfect surface in the a–b plane of the
tetragonal crystal structure shown in the inset. There was no sign of any other
structure in any of the six investigated single crystals. Gap voltage, 0.3V;
current set point, 0.6 nA. b, Magnified view of a (23 2 nm2). Shown are raw
data except for a plane correction. c, Fast Fourier transform of topography in
a, yielding a distance between the surface atoms of 4 Å.d,Magnified scans along
the lines through two defects indicated in a. Data (blue line) acquired almost
perpendicular to the fast scan direction indicate excellent stability.
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represents a background (data at 30K scaled by a factor a that accounts for the
temperature evolutionof theKondodip) for g(V,T5 4.6K) on topofwhich the
peak at approximately 26mV (upper inset) is superposed. The dashed line
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bias data. c–e, Temperature dependences estimated from b. c, CEF excitations
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Experiment. The high-quality single
crystals on which this work depends were
grown in Kyoto and characterized in Bir-
mingham using methods described previous-
ly (19–21). Resistance ratios R(300K)/
R(4.2K) in excess of 100 were achieved.
These are approximately a factor of 10 higher
than those achieved elsewhere (22), and our
highest quality crystals show no sign of the
ferromagnetic inclusions that are sometimes
seen in Sr3Ru2O7. The transport experiments
were carried out in 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators in Birmingham and Cambridge
using standard four-terminal techniques.

High-temperature resistivity. Although
the evidence for low-temperature criticality
comes from a number of thermodynamic and
transport measurements (19), the most pre-
cise data have been obtained from magneto-
transport. The data are analyzed using the
general expression !(T) " !res # AT$, where
!res is the resistivity due to elastic scattering

at T " 0, A is a temperature-independent
coefficient related to a quasi-particle effec-
tive mass, and the exponent $ contains valu-
able information about the nature of the me-
tallic state. One of the key predictions of the
Fermi liquid theory of correlated electron
metals is that $ " 2 as T 3 0. A character-
istic signature of non-Fermi liquid metals has
been the observation of $ % 2 in this limit
(23). An indication of the existence of a
metamagnetic QCP in Sr3Ru2O7 comes from
analysis of “high-temperature” data taken be-
tween 4.5 and 40 K in a 4He cryostat. In the
field/temperature contour plot of $ (Fig. 1),
$ " 2 at low fields, falls to a power close to
1 near the metamagnetic field, and then
grows again as the field is increased further
(24).

Low-temperature resistivity. Although
these results are suggestive of a metamag-
netic QCP, they are not conclusive, as nei-
ther a first-order transition/low-tempera-
ture critical point nor a crossover can be
ruled out. It is not even clear whether $ "
2 will be recovered on the high-field side of
the transition. To address these issues, we
have extended the study to the low-temper-
ature region using a dilution refrigerator
(Fig. 2). As the field is changed through the
metamagnetic transition field, large chang-
es are observed in both !res and the tem-
perature-dependent part of !. Analysis of
the data shows that $ " 2 at low tempera-

tures. The clearest way to demonstrate this
is to fit the data below 350 mK to the form
!(T ) " !res # AT 2, subtract the value of
!res, and plot (! – !res)/T

2 versus T (Fig. 3).
The results contain two of the key signa-
tures expected of a QCP (9). First, A (which
can be read off as the zero temperature
intercept of the flat part of the data at each
field) changes by at least a factor of 7 from
its low-field value and shows behavior con-
sistent with a divergence at a single field,
as can be seen more clearly when plotted
explicitly as a function of field (Fig. 4). The
second feature is that the rise in A is ac-
companied by a fall in the characteristic
temperature below which the T 2 behavior is
observed. This is more difficult to quantify
because its definition requires the use of a
slightly arbitrary criterion, but the trend can
clearly be seen in the data.

These results (Figs. 2 to 4) are very
good evidence that the properties of
Sr3Ru2O7 are controlled by a QCP associ-
ated with the metamagnetic transition.
They are entirely consistent with the trend
suggested by the high-temperature trans-
port (Fig. 1), because $ " 2 is seen to be
recovered at both low and high fields, and
$ % 2 persists to progressively lower tem-
peratures as the QCP is approached. This is
perhaps our key experimental result, be-
cause it shows that Sr3Ru2O7 will give an
ideal opportunity to study the effect of a

Fig. 1. Summary of the high-temperature
resistivity, !, near the metamagnetic transi-
tion in Sr3Ru2O7, for magnetic field applied
parallel to the c axis. The plot shows the
temperature and field evolution of the expo-
nent, $, derived from the expression ! "
!res # AT$. At low field, the quadratic tem-
perature dependence expected in a Fermi
liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the meta-
magnetic field of &7.8 T, a power close to 1
persists down to 4.5 K, before rising again as
the field is increased.

Fig. 2. Sample raw resistivity (!) data for
Sr3Ru2O7 for B ! c below 1 K. Passing through
the metamagnetic field of &7.85 T leads to a
maximum in the strength of both the elastic
and inelastic scattering.

Fig. 3. The inelastic resistivity as a
function of temperature in Sr3Ru2O7,
for a number of applied fields. Passing
through the metamagnetic field de-
presses the crossover to the quadratic
behavior expected of a Fermi liquid
and leads to a sharp maximum in the
strength of the quasi-particle–quasi-
particle scattering.

Fig. 4. A summary of the data of
Figs. 2 and 3, expressed in terms of
the expression ! " !res # AT$. The
value given for A is from the lowest
temperature portion, when $ " 2.
The sharp peaking of A is very strong
evidence that when the field is sam-
pled at this resolution, the low-tem-
perature data are governed by the
existence of a metamagnetic quan-
tum critical point. Extrapolation of
the low- and high-field data gives a
critical field of 7.85 ' 0.05 T.
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YbRh2Si2 Sr3Ru2O7

parameter, this offers the possibility to approach a T ! 0 phase transition or QPT, which
separates a magnetically ordered from a nonmagnetic [paramagnetic (PM)] ground state at zero

temperature. In the case of a continuous phase transition being tuned to occur at T ! 0, this

QPT is referred to as a quantum-critical point (QCP). Instead of being driven by thermal

fluctuations as are finite-temperature phase transitions, a magnetic-to-nonmagnetic transition
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Figure 1

Magnetic quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in several heavy-fermion systems. (a) Suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by
hydrostatic pressure in CeIn3 and CeRhIn5 (from Reference 10). Around the critical pressure where the Néel temperature TN in cubic
CeIn3 and tetragonal CeRhIn5 (see insets of the crystal structures of both compounds) is suppressed down to T ! 0, superconductivity
appears with a transition temperature Tc. The superconducting Tc of CeRhIn5, in comparison to its Néel temperature TN, is rather high
due to the lower dimensionality of the spin fluctuations (more 2D than 3D, as in CeIn3). (b) Concentration-temperature (x,T)
magnetic phase diagram of Ce1"xLaxRu2Si2 (from Reference 11). TN again marks the onset of AF order for x > xc ! 0.075, and
T0 and T1 denote the characteristic temperature scales of the local fluctuations due to the Kondo effect (T0 # TK is the Kondo
temperature) and the spin fluctuations at the ordering wave vector. At low temperatures in the paramagnetic (PM) phase, Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior is observed. T1 remains finite even for x ! xc; although, a critical slowing down with T1 ! 0 is expected for T ! 0.
(c) Linear variation of the Néel temperature TN with Au concentration x in CeCu6"xAux above a critical value xc ! 0.1 (from
Reference 12). For x < xc, FL behavior is found below TFL, for example, in the electrical resistivity: Dr / T2. (d) Field-driven
quantum-critical point (QCP) in YbRh2Si2 (from Reference 13). Blue color denotes the FL behavior seen in electrical resistivity; that
is, Dr / T2, and the orange region marks the non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior with a linear-in-T resistivity. The data points and the
solid line indicate the T$ line, which marks the crossover regime where the Kondo effect breaks down (from Reference 14).
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Motivation: quantum critical metals

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + aT↵

La2-xSrxCuO4

with data at T5 14 and 30K offset and a small, linear background
contribution subtracted. At T5 4.6K, we clearly resolve three features
with apparently different origins. First, g(V, T) has a V-shaped depres-
sion around zero bias voltage, that is, for jVj = 10 mV. As shown
below, this scale is related23 to TK and we henceforth refer to this feature
as the ‘Kondo dip’. Second, we observe three peaks at around217,227
and 243mV that are only weakly temperature dependent (Fig. 2a,
arrows). The two more clearly developed peaks, at 227 and 243mV,
although broadened, have been resolved at temperatures of up to 40K.
Third, a more strongly temperature-dependent peak is located at
V<26mV (dashed line). We discuss these features separately in the
following.
The most clear-cut assignment is for the three peaks at 217, 227

and 243mV. These are due to CEF excitations: inelastic neutron
scattering measurements16 revealed such excitations at 17, 25 and
43meV, in excellent agreement with our STS results. Moreover, they
are clearly reflected in the renormalized band-structure calculation21

(Fig. 3e). The observation of these peaks underlines that bulk prop-
erties of YbRh2Si2 are predominantly probed by our STS. Because the
CEF excitations originate in ytterbium, this againmakes an ytterbium-
terminated surface unlikely and rather points to termination by silicon.
We emphasize that CEF excitations in an ytterbium, that is, hole,
system with occupied CEF levels are expected at negative voltages in
STS (in contrast to cerium-based Kondo systems) and follow naturally
from the Kondo picture in multi-orbital systems24.
To investigate the temperature evolution of these CEF-related

peaks, we focus on the most prominent one, at 243mV, and make
use of the surprising experimental finding of a nearly symmetric

g(V, T) profile. If the g(V, T) data measured for positive voltages are
mirrored to negative voltages, they appear to form a background on
top of which the peak resides (Supplementary Information, section V).
This is exemplified for g(V,T5 4.6K) by the dashed line in Fig. 2b. For
T = 40 K, the peak at243mV is clearly visible after this background
subtraction, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b for two represent-
ative temperatures. For all our measured samples, the peak is located
without any apparent temperature dependence at 2436 2mV, an
observation that is consistent with its ascription to CEF excitations.
The temperature dependence of this peak’s height is shown in Fig. 2c.
We now discuss the Kondo dip in our STS spectra around zero bias

voltage. These conductance curves (Fig. 2a) are to be compared with
those obtained on single magnetic Kondo impurities9–12, where tunnel-
ling not only into the conduction band but also into the localized state
contributes to the STS signal. The coupling between the two tunnelling
channels results in a typical Fano resonance4,5 at energy E0 and of width
C: g(V) / (g1 q)2/(g21 1). Here g5 2(eV2E0)/C and the asym-
metry parameter, q, relates the two tunnelling channels. YbRh2Si2
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Experiment. The high-quality single
crystals on which this work depends were
grown in Kyoto and characterized in Bir-
mingham using methods described previous-
ly (19–21). Resistance ratios R(300K)/
R(4.2K) in excess of 100 were achieved.
These are approximately a factor of 10 higher
than those achieved elsewhere (22), and our
highest quality crystals show no sign of the
ferromagnetic inclusions that are sometimes
seen in Sr3Ru2O7. The transport experiments
were carried out in 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators in Birmingham and Cambridge
using standard four-terminal techniques.

High-temperature resistivity. Although
the evidence for low-temperature criticality
comes from a number of thermodynamic and
transport measurements (19), the most pre-
cise data have been obtained from magneto-
transport. The data are analyzed using the
general expression !(T) " !res # AT$, where
!res is the resistivity due to elastic scattering

at T " 0, A is a temperature-independent
coefficient related to a quasi-particle effec-
tive mass, and the exponent $ contains valu-
able information about the nature of the me-
tallic state. One of the key predictions of the
Fermi liquid theory of correlated electron
metals is that $ " 2 as T 3 0. A character-
istic signature of non-Fermi liquid metals has
been the observation of $ % 2 in this limit
(23). An indication of the existence of a
metamagnetic QCP in Sr3Ru2O7 comes from
analysis of “high-temperature” data taken be-
tween 4.5 and 40 K in a 4He cryostat. In the
field/temperature contour plot of $ (Fig. 1),
$ " 2 at low fields, falls to a power close to
1 near the metamagnetic field, and then
grows again as the field is increased further
(24).

Low-temperature resistivity. Although
these results are suggestive of a metamag-
netic QCP, they are not conclusive, as nei-
ther a first-order transition/low-tempera-
ture critical point nor a crossover can be
ruled out. It is not even clear whether $ "
2 will be recovered on the high-field side of
the transition. To address these issues, we
have extended the study to the low-temper-
ature region using a dilution refrigerator
(Fig. 2). As the field is changed through the
metamagnetic transition field, large chang-
es are observed in both !res and the tem-
perature-dependent part of !. Analysis of
the data shows that $ " 2 at low tempera-

tures. The clearest way to demonstrate this
is to fit the data below 350 mK to the form
!(T ) " !res # AT 2, subtract the value of
!res, and plot (! – !res)/T

2 versus T (Fig. 3).
The results contain two of the key signa-
tures expected of a QCP (9). First, A (which
can be read off as the zero temperature
intercept of the flat part of the data at each
field) changes by at least a factor of 7 from
its low-field value and shows behavior con-
sistent with a divergence at a single field,
as can be seen more clearly when plotted
explicitly as a function of field (Fig. 4). The
second feature is that the rise in A is ac-
companied by a fall in the characteristic
temperature below which the T 2 behavior is
observed. This is more difficult to quantify
because its definition requires the use of a
slightly arbitrary criterion, but the trend can
clearly be seen in the data.

These results (Figs. 2 to 4) are very
good evidence that the properties of
Sr3Ru2O7 are controlled by a QCP associ-
ated with the metamagnetic transition.
They are entirely consistent with the trend
suggested by the high-temperature trans-
port (Fig. 1), because $ " 2 is seen to be
recovered at both low and high fields, and
$ % 2 persists to progressively lower tem-
peratures as the QCP is approached. This is
perhaps our key experimental result, be-
cause it shows that Sr3Ru2O7 will give an
ideal opportunity to study the effect of a

Fig. 1. Summary of the high-temperature
resistivity, !, near the metamagnetic transi-
tion in Sr3Ru2O7, for magnetic field applied
parallel to the c axis. The plot shows the
temperature and field evolution of the expo-
nent, $, derived from the expression ! "
!res # AT$. At low field, the quadratic tem-
perature dependence expected in a Fermi
liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the meta-
magnetic field of &7.8 T, a power close to 1
persists down to 4.5 K, before rising again as
the field is increased.

Fig. 2. Sample raw resistivity (!) data for
Sr3Ru2O7 for B ! c below 1 K. Passing through
the metamagnetic field of &7.85 T leads to a
maximum in the strength of both the elastic
and inelastic scattering.

Fig. 3. The inelastic resistivity as a
function of temperature in Sr3Ru2O7,
for a number of applied fields. Passing
through the metamagnetic field de-
presses the crossover to the quadratic
behavior expected of a Fermi liquid
and leads to a sharp maximum in the
strength of the quasi-particle–quasi-
particle scattering.

Fig. 4. A summary of the data of
Figs. 2 and 3, expressed in terms of
the expression ! " !res # AT$. The
value given for A is from the lowest
temperature portion, when $ " 2.
The sharp peaking of A is very strong
evidence that when the field is sam-
pled at this resolution, the low-tem-
perature data are governed by the
existence of a metamagnetic quan-
tum critical point. Extrapolation of
the low- and high-field data gives a
critical field of 7.85 ' 0.05 T.
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parameter, this offers the possibility to approach a T ! 0 phase transition or QPT, which
separates a magnetically ordered from a nonmagnetic [paramagnetic (PM)] ground state at zero

temperature. In the case of a continuous phase transition being tuned to occur at T ! 0, this

QPT is referred to as a quantum-critical point (QCP). Instead of being driven by thermal

fluctuations as are finite-temperature phase transitions, a magnetic-to-nonmagnetic transition
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Figure 1

Magnetic quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in several heavy-fermion systems. (a) Suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by
hydrostatic pressure in CeIn3 and CeRhIn5 (from Reference 10). Around the critical pressure where the Néel temperature TN in cubic
CeIn3 and tetragonal CeRhIn5 (see insets of the crystal structures of both compounds) is suppressed down to T ! 0, superconductivity
appears with a transition temperature Tc. The superconducting Tc of CeRhIn5, in comparison to its Néel temperature TN, is rather high
due to the lower dimensionality of the spin fluctuations (more 2D than 3D, as in CeIn3). (b) Concentration-temperature (x,T)
magnetic phase diagram of Ce1"xLaxRu2Si2 (from Reference 11). TN again marks the onset of AF order for x > xc ! 0.075, and
T0 and T1 denote the characteristic temperature scales of the local fluctuations due to the Kondo effect (T0 # TK is the Kondo
temperature) and the spin fluctuations at the ordering wave vector. At low temperatures in the paramagnetic (PM) phase, Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior is observed. T1 remains finite even for x ! xc; although, a critical slowing down with T1 ! 0 is expected for T ! 0.
(c) Linear variation of the Néel temperature TN with Au concentration x in CeCu6"xAux above a critical value xc ! 0.1 (from
Reference 12). For x < xc, FL behavior is found below TFL, for example, in the electrical resistivity: Dr / T2. (d) Field-driven
quantum-critical point (QCP) in YbRh2Si2 (from Reference 13). Blue color denotes the FL behavior seen in electrical resistivity; that
is, Dr / T2, and the orange region marks the non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior with a linear-in-T resistivity. The data points and the
solid line indicate the T$ line, which marks the crossover regime where the Kondo effect breaks down (from Reference 14).
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Motivation: quantum critical metals

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + aT↵

La2-xSrxCuO4

with data at T5 14 and 30K offset and a small, linear background
contribution subtracted. At T5 4.6K, we clearly resolve three features
with apparently different origins. First, g(V, T) has a V-shaped depres-
sion around zero bias voltage, that is, for jVj = 10 mV. As shown
below, this scale is related23 to TK and we henceforth refer to this feature
as the ‘Kondo dip’. Second, we observe three peaks at around217,227
and 243mV that are only weakly temperature dependent (Fig. 2a,
arrows). The two more clearly developed peaks, at 227 and 243mV,
although broadened, have been resolved at temperatures of up to 40K.
Third, a more strongly temperature-dependent peak is located at
V<26mV (dashed line). We discuss these features separately in the
following.
The most clear-cut assignment is for the three peaks at 217, 227

and 243mV. These are due to CEF excitations: inelastic neutron
scattering measurements16 revealed such excitations at 17, 25 and
43meV, in excellent agreement with our STS results. Moreover, they
are clearly reflected in the renormalized band-structure calculation21

(Fig. 3e). The observation of these peaks underlines that bulk prop-
erties of YbRh2Si2 are predominantly probed by our STS. Because the
CEF excitations originate in ytterbium, this againmakes an ytterbium-
terminated surface unlikely and rather points to termination by silicon.
We emphasize that CEF excitations in an ytterbium, that is, hole,
system with occupied CEF levels are expected at negative voltages in
STS (in contrast to cerium-based Kondo systems) and follow naturally
from the Kondo picture in multi-orbital systems24.
To investigate the temperature evolution of these CEF-related

peaks, we focus on the most prominent one, at 243mV, and make
use of the surprising experimental finding of a nearly symmetric

g(V, T) profile. If the g(V, T) data measured for positive voltages are
mirrored to negative voltages, they appear to form a background on
top of which the peak resides (Supplementary Information, section V).
This is exemplified for g(V,T5 4.6K) by the dashed line in Fig. 2b. For
T = 40 K, the peak at243mV is clearly visible after this background
subtraction, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b for two represent-
ative temperatures. For all our measured samples, the peak is located
without any apparent temperature dependence at 2436 2mV, an
observation that is consistent with its ascription to CEF excitations.
The temperature dependence of this peak’s height is shown in Fig. 2c.
We now discuss the Kondo dip in our STS spectra around zero bias

voltage. These conductance curves (Fig. 2a) are to be compared with
those obtained on single magnetic Kondo impurities9–12, where tunnel-
ling not only into the conduction band but also into the localized state
contributes to the STS signal. The coupling between the two tunnelling
channels results in a typical Fano resonance4,5 at energy E0 and of width
C: g(V) / (g1 q)2/(g21 1). Here g5 2(eV2E0)/C and the asym-
metry parameter, q, relates the two tunnelling channels. YbRh2Si2
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Figure 1 | Topography of a cleaved YbRh2Si2 single crystal at 4.6K. a, View
(183 18 nm2) exemplifying the almost perfect surface in the a–b plane of the
tetragonal crystal structure shown in the inset. There was no sign of any other
structure in any of the six investigated single crystals. Gap voltage, 0.3V;
current set point, 0.6 nA. b, Magnified view of a (23 2 nm2). Shown are raw
data except for a plane correction. c, Fast Fourier transform of topography in
a, yielding a distance between the surface atoms of 4 Å.d,Magnified scans along
the lines through two defects indicated in a. Data (blue line) acquired almost
perpendicular to the fast scan direction indicate excellent stability.
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Figure 2 | Tunnelling spectroscopy of YbRh2Si2. a, Overview of tunnelling
conductance, g(V, T), at selected temperatures. Spectra at T5 14 and 30K are
offset for clarity. b, Spectra normalized to g(V5280mV, T). The dotted line
represents a background (data at 30K scaled by a factor a that accounts for the
temperature evolutionof theKondodip) for g(V,T5 4.6K) on topofwhich the
peak at approximately 26mV (upper inset) is superposed. The dashed line
shows data at 4.6K ‘mirrored’ from positive bias. The lower inset shows a
magnified view of the peak at243mV after subtraction of mirrored positive-
bias data. c–e, Temperature dependences estimated from b. c, CEF excitations
(arrows in a) exemplified for the243-meV peak (red) and the Kondo lattice
peak at26meV (pink; dashed line in a). Lines are guides to the eye. d, Relative
depth, h0, of the Kondo dip at zero bias; the line is a logarithmic fit. e, Width of
the peak at26mV; the line is a fit to equation (2). Locally resolved spectroscopy
at T5 4.6K did not indicate any spatial variation of spectroscopic features
(Supplementary Information, section III). Our spatial homogeneity is in accord
with a silicon-terminated surface. Error bars, s.e. of the fitted parameters.
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Experiment. The high-quality single
crystals on which this work depends were
grown in Kyoto and characterized in Bir-
mingham using methods described previous-
ly (19–21). Resistance ratios R(300K)/
R(4.2K) in excess of 100 were achieved.
These are approximately a factor of 10 higher
than those achieved elsewhere (22), and our
highest quality crystals show no sign of the
ferromagnetic inclusions that are sometimes
seen in Sr3Ru2O7. The transport experiments
were carried out in 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators in Birmingham and Cambridge
using standard four-terminal techniques.

High-temperature resistivity. Although
the evidence for low-temperature criticality
comes from a number of thermodynamic and
transport measurements (19), the most pre-
cise data have been obtained from magneto-
transport. The data are analyzed using the
general expression !(T) " !res # AT$, where
!res is the resistivity due to elastic scattering

at T " 0, A is a temperature-independent
coefficient related to a quasi-particle effec-
tive mass, and the exponent $ contains valu-
able information about the nature of the me-
tallic state. One of the key predictions of the
Fermi liquid theory of correlated electron
metals is that $ " 2 as T 3 0. A character-
istic signature of non-Fermi liquid metals has
been the observation of $ % 2 in this limit
(23). An indication of the existence of a
metamagnetic QCP in Sr3Ru2O7 comes from
analysis of “high-temperature” data taken be-
tween 4.5 and 40 K in a 4He cryostat. In the
field/temperature contour plot of $ (Fig. 1),
$ " 2 at low fields, falls to a power close to
1 near the metamagnetic field, and then
grows again as the field is increased further
(24).

Low-temperature resistivity. Although
these results are suggestive of a metamag-
netic QCP, they are not conclusive, as nei-
ther a first-order transition/low-tempera-
ture critical point nor a crossover can be
ruled out. It is not even clear whether $ "
2 will be recovered on the high-field side of
the transition. To address these issues, we
have extended the study to the low-temper-
ature region using a dilution refrigerator
(Fig. 2). As the field is changed through the
metamagnetic transition field, large chang-
es are observed in both !res and the tem-
perature-dependent part of !. Analysis of
the data shows that $ " 2 at low tempera-

tures. The clearest way to demonstrate this
is to fit the data below 350 mK to the form
!(T ) " !res # AT 2, subtract the value of
!res, and plot (! – !res)/T

2 versus T (Fig. 3).
The results contain two of the key signa-
tures expected of a QCP (9). First, A (which
can be read off as the zero temperature
intercept of the flat part of the data at each
field) changes by at least a factor of 7 from
its low-field value and shows behavior con-
sistent with a divergence at a single field,
as can be seen more clearly when plotted
explicitly as a function of field (Fig. 4). The
second feature is that the rise in A is ac-
companied by a fall in the characteristic
temperature below which the T 2 behavior is
observed. This is more difficult to quantify
because its definition requires the use of a
slightly arbitrary criterion, but the trend can
clearly be seen in the data.

These results (Figs. 2 to 4) are very
good evidence that the properties of
Sr3Ru2O7 are controlled by a QCP associ-
ated with the metamagnetic transition.
They are entirely consistent with the trend
suggested by the high-temperature trans-
port (Fig. 1), because $ " 2 is seen to be
recovered at both low and high fields, and
$ % 2 persists to progressively lower tem-
peratures as the QCP is approached. This is
perhaps our key experimental result, be-
cause it shows that Sr3Ru2O7 will give an
ideal opportunity to study the effect of a

Fig. 1. Summary of the high-temperature
resistivity, !, near the metamagnetic transi-
tion in Sr3Ru2O7, for magnetic field applied
parallel to the c axis. The plot shows the
temperature and field evolution of the expo-
nent, $, derived from the expression ! "
!res # AT$. At low field, the quadratic tem-
perature dependence expected in a Fermi
liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the meta-
magnetic field of &7.8 T, a power close to 1
persists down to 4.5 K, before rising again as
the field is increased.

Fig. 2. Sample raw resistivity (!) data for
Sr3Ru2O7 for B ! c below 1 K. Passing through
the metamagnetic field of &7.85 T leads to a
maximum in the strength of both the elastic
and inelastic scattering.

Fig. 3. The inelastic resistivity as a
function of temperature in Sr3Ru2O7,
for a number of applied fields. Passing
through the metamagnetic field de-
presses the crossover to the quadratic
behavior expected of a Fermi liquid
and leads to a sharp maximum in the
strength of the quasi-particle–quasi-
particle scattering.

Fig. 4. A summary of the data of
Figs. 2 and 3, expressed in terms of
the expression ! " !res # AT$. The
value given for A is from the lowest
temperature portion, when $ " 2.
The sharp peaking of A is very strong
evidence that when the field is sam-
pled at this resolution, the low-tem-
perature data are governed by the
existence of a metamagnetic quan-
tum critical point. Extrapolation of
the low- and high-field data gives a
critical field of 7.85 ' 0.05 T.
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parameter, this offers the possibility to approach a T ! 0 phase transition or QPT, which
separates a magnetically ordered from a nonmagnetic [paramagnetic (PM)] ground state at zero

temperature. In the case of a continuous phase transition being tuned to occur at T ! 0, this

QPT is referred to as a quantum-critical point (QCP). Instead of being driven by thermal

fluctuations as are finite-temperature phase transitions, a magnetic-to-nonmagnetic transition
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Figure 1

Magnetic quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in several heavy-fermion systems. (a) Suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by
hydrostatic pressure in CeIn3 and CeRhIn5 (from Reference 10). Around the critical pressure where the Néel temperature TN in cubic
CeIn3 and tetragonal CeRhIn5 (see insets of the crystal structures of both compounds) is suppressed down to T ! 0, superconductivity
appears with a transition temperature Tc. The superconducting Tc of CeRhIn5, in comparison to its Néel temperature TN, is rather high
due to the lower dimensionality of the spin fluctuations (more 2D than 3D, as in CeIn3). (b) Concentration-temperature (x,T)
magnetic phase diagram of Ce1"xLaxRu2Si2 (from Reference 11). TN again marks the onset of AF order for x > xc ! 0.075, and
T0 and T1 denote the characteristic temperature scales of the local fluctuations due to the Kondo effect (T0 # TK is the Kondo
temperature) and the spin fluctuations at the ordering wave vector. At low temperatures in the paramagnetic (PM) phase, Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior is observed. T1 remains finite even for x ! xc; although, a critical slowing down with T1 ! 0 is expected for T ! 0.
(c) Linear variation of the Néel temperature TN with Au concentration x in CeCu6"xAux above a critical value xc ! 0.1 (from
Reference 12). For x < xc, FL behavior is found below TFL, for example, in the electrical resistivity: Dr / T2. (d) Field-driven
quantum-critical point (QCP) in YbRh2Si2 (from Reference 13). Blue color denotes the FL behavior seen in electrical resistivity; that
is, Dr / T2, and the orange region marks the non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior with a linear-in-T resistivity. The data points and the
solid line indicate the T$ line, which marks the crossover regime where the Kondo effect breaks down (from Reference 14).
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Motivation: quantum critical metals

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + aT↵

La2-xSrxCuO4

with data at T5 14 and 30K offset and a small, linear background
contribution subtracted. At T5 4.6K, we clearly resolve three features
with apparently different origins. First, g(V, T) has a V-shaped depres-
sion around zero bias voltage, that is, for jVj = 10 mV. As shown
below, this scale is related23 to TK and we henceforth refer to this feature
as the ‘Kondo dip’. Second, we observe three peaks at around217,227
and 243mV that are only weakly temperature dependent (Fig. 2a,
arrows). The two more clearly developed peaks, at 227 and 243mV,
although broadened, have been resolved at temperatures of up to 40K.
Third, a more strongly temperature-dependent peak is located at
V<26mV (dashed line). We discuss these features separately in the
following.
The most clear-cut assignment is for the three peaks at 217, 227

and 243mV. These are due to CEF excitations: inelastic neutron
scattering measurements16 revealed such excitations at 17, 25 and
43meV, in excellent agreement with our STS results. Moreover, they
are clearly reflected in the renormalized band-structure calculation21

(Fig. 3e). The observation of these peaks underlines that bulk prop-
erties of YbRh2Si2 are predominantly probed by our STS. Because the
CEF excitations originate in ytterbium, this againmakes an ytterbium-
terminated surface unlikely and rather points to termination by silicon.
We emphasize that CEF excitations in an ytterbium, that is, hole,
system with occupied CEF levels are expected at negative voltages in
STS (in contrast to cerium-based Kondo systems) and follow naturally
from the Kondo picture in multi-orbital systems24.
To investigate the temperature evolution of these CEF-related

peaks, we focus on the most prominent one, at 243mV, and make
use of the surprising experimental finding of a nearly symmetric

g(V, T) profile. If the g(V, T) data measured for positive voltages are
mirrored to negative voltages, they appear to form a background on
top of which the peak resides (Supplementary Information, section V).
This is exemplified for g(V,T5 4.6K) by the dashed line in Fig. 2b. For
T = 40 K, the peak at243mV is clearly visible after this background
subtraction, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b for two represent-
ative temperatures. For all our measured samples, the peak is located
without any apparent temperature dependence at 2436 2mV, an
observation that is consistent with its ascription to CEF excitations.
The temperature dependence of this peak’s height is shown in Fig. 2c.
We now discuss the Kondo dip in our STS spectra around zero bias

voltage. These conductance curves (Fig. 2a) are to be compared with
those obtained on single magnetic Kondo impurities9–12, where tunnel-
ling not only into the conduction band but also into the localized state
contributes to the STS signal. The coupling between the two tunnelling
channels results in a typical Fano resonance4,5 at energy E0 and of width
C: g(V) / (g1 q)2/(g21 1). Here g5 2(eV2E0)/C and the asym-
metry parameter, q, relates the two tunnelling channels. YbRh2Si2
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Figure 1 | Topography of a cleaved YbRh2Si2 single crystal at 4.6K. a, View
(183 18 nm2) exemplifying the almost perfect surface in the a–b plane of the
tetragonal crystal structure shown in the inset. There was no sign of any other
structure in any of the six investigated single crystals. Gap voltage, 0.3V;
current set point, 0.6 nA. b, Magnified view of a (23 2 nm2). Shown are raw
data except for a plane correction. c, Fast Fourier transform of topography in
a, yielding a distance between the surface atoms of 4 Å.d,Magnified scans along
the lines through two defects indicated in a. Data (blue line) acquired almost
perpendicular to the fast scan direction indicate excellent stability.
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offset for clarity. b, Spectra normalized to g(V5280mV, T). The dotted line
represents a background (data at 30K scaled by a factor a that accounts for the
temperature evolutionof theKondodip) for g(V,T5 4.6K) on topofwhich the
peak at approximately 26mV (upper inset) is superposed. The dashed line
shows data at 4.6K ‘mirrored’ from positive bias. The lower inset shows a
magnified view of the peak at243mV after subtraction of mirrored positive-
bias data. c–e, Temperature dependences estimated from b. c, CEF excitations
(arrows in a) exemplified for the243-meV peak (red) and the Kondo lattice
peak at26meV (pink; dashed line in a). Lines are guides to the eye. d, Relative
depth, h0, of the Kondo dip at zero bias; the line is a logarithmic fit. e, Width of
the peak at26mV; the line is a fit to equation (2). Locally resolved spectroscopy
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(Supplementary Information, section III). Our spatial homogeneity is in accord
with a silicon-terminated surface. Error bars, s.e. of the fitted parameters.
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Experiment. The high-quality single
crystals on which this work depends were
grown in Kyoto and characterized in Bir-
mingham using methods described previous-
ly (19–21). Resistance ratios R(300K)/
R(4.2K) in excess of 100 were achieved.
These are approximately a factor of 10 higher
than those achieved elsewhere (22), and our
highest quality crystals show no sign of the
ferromagnetic inclusions that are sometimes
seen in Sr3Ru2O7. The transport experiments
were carried out in 4He cryostats and dilution
refrigerators in Birmingham and Cambridge
using standard four-terminal techniques.

High-temperature resistivity. Although
the evidence for low-temperature criticality
comes from a number of thermodynamic and
transport measurements (19), the most pre-
cise data have been obtained from magneto-
transport. The data are analyzed using the
general expression !(T) " !res # AT$, where
!res is the resistivity due to elastic scattering

at T " 0, A is a temperature-independent
coefficient related to a quasi-particle effec-
tive mass, and the exponent $ contains valu-
able information about the nature of the me-
tallic state. One of the key predictions of the
Fermi liquid theory of correlated electron
metals is that $ " 2 as T 3 0. A character-
istic signature of non-Fermi liquid metals has
been the observation of $ % 2 in this limit
(23). An indication of the existence of a
metamagnetic QCP in Sr3Ru2O7 comes from
analysis of “high-temperature” data taken be-
tween 4.5 and 40 K in a 4He cryostat. In the
field/temperature contour plot of $ (Fig. 1),
$ " 2 at low fields, falls to a power close to
1 near the metamagnetic field, and then
grows again as the field is increased further
(24).

Low-temperature resistivity. Although
these results are suggestive of a metamag-
netic QCP, they are not conclusive, as nei-
ther a first-order transition/low-tempera-
ture critical point nor a crossover can be
ruled out. It is not even clear whether $ "
2 will be recovered on the high-field side of
the transition. To address these issues, we
have extended the study to the low-temper-
ature region using a dilution refrigerator
(Fig. 2). As the field is changed through the
metamagnetic transition field, large chang-
es are observed in both !res and the tem-
perature-dependent part of !. Analysis of
the data shows that $ " 2 at low tempera-

tures. The clearest way to demonstrate this
is to fit the data below 350 mK to the form
!(T ) " !res # AT 2, subtract the value of
!res, and plot (! – !res)/T

2 versus T (Fig. 3).
The results contain two of the key signa-
tures expected of a QCP (9). First, A (which
can be read off as the zero temperature
intercept of the flat part of the data at each
field) changes by at least a factor of 7 from
its low-field value and shows behavior con-
sistent with a divergence at a single field,
as can be seen more clearly when plotted
explicitly as a function of field (Fig. 4). The
second feature is that the rise in A is ac-
companied by a fall in the characteristic
temperature below which the T 2 behavior is
observed. This is more difficult to quantify
because its definition requires the use of a
slightly arbitrary criterion, but the trend can
clearly be seen in the data.

These results (Figs. 2 to 4) are very
good evidence that the properties of
Sr3Ru2O7 are controlled by a QCP associ-
ated with the metamagnetic transition.
They are entirely consistent with the trend
suggested by the high-temperature trans-
port (Fig. 1), because $ " 2 is seen to be
recovered at both low and high fields, and
$ % 2 persists to progressively lower tem-
peratures as the QCP is approached. This is
perhaps our key experimental result, be-
cause it shows that Sr3Ru2O7 will give an
ideal opportunity to study the effect of a

Fig. 1. Summary of the high-temperature
resistivity, !, near the metamagnetic transi-
tion in Sr3Ru2O7, for magnetic field applied
parallel to the c axis. The plot shows the
temperature and field evolution of the expo-
nent, $, derived from the expression ! "
!res # AT$. At low field, the quadratic tem-
perature dependence expected in a Fermi
liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the meta-
magnetic field of &7.8 T, a power close to 1
persists down to 4.5 K, before rising again as
the field is increased.

Fig. 2. Sample raw resistivity (!) data for
Sr3Ru2O7 for B ! c below 1 K. Passing through
the metamagnetic field of &7.85 T leads to a
maximum in the strength of both the elastic
and inelastic scattering.

Fig. 3. The inelastic resistivity as a
function of temperature in Sr3Ru2O7,
for a number of applied fields. Passing
through the metamagnetic field de-
presses the crossover to the quadratic
behavior expected of a Fermi liquid
and leads to a sharp maximum in the
strength of the quasi-particle–quasi-
particle scattering.

Fig. 4. A summary of the data of
Figs. 2 and 3, expressed in terms of
the expression ! " !res # AT$. The
value given for A is from the lowest
temperature portion, when $ " 2.
The sharp peaking of A is very strong
evidence that when the field is sam-
pled at this resolution, the low-tem-
perature data are governed by the
existence of a metamagnetic quan-
tum critical point. Extrapolation of
the low- and high-field data gives a
critical field of 7.85 ' 0.05 T.
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YbRh2Si2 Sr3Ru2O7

parameter, this offers the possibility to approach a T ! 0 phase transition or QPT, which
separates a magnetically ordered from a nonmagnetic [paramagnetic (PM)] ground state at zero

temperature. In the case of a continuous phase transition being tuned to occur at T ! 0, this

QPT is referred to as a quantum-critical point (QCP). Instead of being driven by thermal

fluctuations as are finite-temperature phase transitions, a magnetic-to-nonmagnetic transition
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Figure 1

Magnetic quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in several heavy-fermion systems. (a) Suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by
hydrostatic pressure in CeIn3 and CeRhIn5 (from Reference 10). Around the critical pressure where the Néel temperature TN in cubic
CeIn3 and tetragonal CeRhIn5 (see insets of the crystal structures of both compounds) is suppressed down to T ! 0, superconductivity
appears with a transition temperature Tc. The superconducting Tc of CeRhIn5, in comparison to its Néel temperature TN, is rather high
due to the lower dimensionality of the spin fluctuations (more 2D than 3D, as in CeIn3). (b) Concentration-temperature (x,T)
magnetic phase diagram of Ce1"xLaxRu2Si2 (from Reference 11). TN again marks the onset of AF order for x > xc ! 0.075, and
T0 and T1 denote the characteristic temperature scales of the local fluctuations due to the Kondo effect (T0 # TK is the Kondo
temperature) and the spin fluctuations at the ordering wave vector. At low temperatures in the paramagnetic (PM) phase, Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior is observed. T1 remains finite even for x ! xc; although, a critical slowing down with T1 ! 0 is expected for T ! 0.
(c) Linear variation of the Néel temperature TN with Au concentration x in CeCu6"xAux above a critical value xc ! 0.1 (from
Reference 12). For x < xc, FL behavior is found below TFL, for example, in the electrical resistivity: Dr / T2. (d) Field-driven
quantum-critical point (QCP) in YbRh2Si2 (from Reference 13). Blue color denotes the FL behavior seen in electrical resistivity; that
is, Dr / T2, and the orange region marks the non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior with a linear-in-T resistivity. The data points and the
solid line indicate the T$ line, which marks the crossover regime where the Kondo effect breaks down (from Reference 14).
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Motivation: quantum critical metals

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + aT↵

⇢(T ) = ⇢0 +AT + · · ·
Wednesday, September 18, 13



The theoretical description of this non-Fermi liquid 
behavior then remains a subject of active interest.

As a high energy theorist, I am going to borrow a lesson 
from our study of QCD.

The effective coupling runs strong
in the IR.  The emergent physics

includes chiral symmetry breaking
and confinement of quarks.

Wednesday, September 18, 13



Clay Millenium Problem:  prove mass gap in 
Yang-Mills theory.

The brute force understanding of this behavior remains an 
open problem:

However, through use of:

* Large N methods parametrized by (Nc, Nf )

Wednesday, September 18, 13



* Study of supersymmetric toy models, similarly 
parametrized by   (Nc, Nf )

.....

we have come to understand a rich set of possible 
behaviors of non-Abelian gauge theories, including:

* strongly coupled theories with free magnetic duals

* confinement without chiral symmetry breaking

* Banks/Zaks and other conformal fixed points

...and of course, some phases with qualitatively similar 
behavior to real-world QCD.

Wednesday, September 18, 13



A point which will be particularly important for me is that 
the study of asymptotic fixed points which are unstable but 
govern physics over wide energy ranges is often of interest.

e.g. the asymptotically
free fixed point of QCD
is unstable, but governs
a wide range of energy

scales in the phase diagram.
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The lesson I will take from this is the following: it will be 
useful to find controlled approaches to non-Fermi liquid 

fixed points using toy models, even unrealistic toy models.

II.  Basic setup and relations to other work

We will study the theory with UV action:

Fermi interactions. We describe the correlation functions
of both the boson and fermion degrees of freedom at the
non-Fermi liquid fixed point; they di↵er from the results
obtained in alternative treatments. In §4, we re-introduce
the four-Fermi interactions and describe subtleties associ-
ated with log2 divergences that arise in their presence. In
§5, we discuss controlled large N theories where the sub-
tleties of §4 do not arise, and we find fixed points which
generalize those of §3 to include four-Fermi interactions.
We show that these fixed points have no superconducting
instabilities. We close with a discussion of open issues in
§6. Explicit calculations which we refer to in the main
body are presented in several appendices.

II. EFFECTIVE ACTION AND SCALING
ANALYSIS

Let  � denote a fermion field with spin � =", #, and
dispersion ✏(k), defined relative to the Fermi level. Let �
be the scalar boson field corresponding to the order pa-
rameter for the quantum phase transition. The e↵ective
low energy Euclidean action consists of a purely fermionic
term, a purely bosonic term and a Yukawa coupling be-
tween bosons and fermions:

S =

Z
d⌧

Z
ddx L = S + S� + S ��

L =  ̄� [@⌧ + µ � ✏(ir)] � + �  ̄� ̄�0 �0 �

L� = m2
��

2 + (@⌧�)2 + c2
⇣
~r�

⌘2

+
��
4!
�4

S ,� =

Z
dd+1kdd+1q

(2⇡)2(d+1)
g(k, q) ̄(k) (k + q)�(q), (1)

where repeated spin indices are summed. The first term,
L , represents a Landau Fermi liquid, with weak residual
self-interactions incorporated in forward and BCS scat-
tering amplitudes. The second term represents an in-
teracting scalar boson field with speed c and mass m�

(which corresponds to the inverse correlation length that
vanishes as the system is tuned to the quantum criti-
cal point). The third term is the Yukawa coupling be-
tween the fermion and boson fields and is more naturally
described in momentum space. The quantity g(k, q) is
a generic coupling function that depends both on the
fermion momentum k, as well as the momentum trans-
fer q (we have suppressed spin indices for clarity). For a
spherically symmetric Fermi system, the angular depen-
dence of g(k, q) for |k| = kF can be decomposed into dis-
tinct angular momentum channels, each of which marks
a di↵erent broken symmetry. Familiar examples include
ferromagnetism (angular momentum zero) and nematic
order (angular momentum 2). More generally, the cou-
pling can be labelled by the irreducible representation of
the crystal point group and it respects symmetry trans-
formations under which � and  ̄ both change sign.

Before proceeding, we make a few comments on the ori-
gins of the e↵ective action above. One starts with a the-
ory involving fermions interacting at short distances with

qx

qy

qx

qy

(a) (b)

(c)

~k

~k + ~q

~q

empty states

filled states

empty states

filled states

FIG. 1. Summary of tree-level scaling. High energy modes
(blue) are integrated out at tree level and remaining low en-
ergy modes (red) are rescaled so as to preserve the boson and
fermion kinetic terms. The boson modes (a) have the low
energy locus at a point whereas the fermion modes (b) have
their low energy locus on the Fermi surface. The most rele-
vant Yukawa coupling (c) connects particle-hole states nearly
perpendicular to the Fermi surface; all other couplings are
irrelevant under the scaling.

strong repulsive forces. These interactions are decoupled
by an auxiliary boson field � representing a fermion bilin-
ear, and the partition function is obtained by averaging
over all possible values of both the fermion and boson
fields. Initially, the auxiliary field has no dynamics and
is massive. However, as high energy modes of the ma-
terial of interest are integrated out, radiative corrections
induce dynamics for the bosons. In a Wilsonian theory,
the dynamics are encapsulated only in local, analytic cor-

rections to the bare action. This mode elimination is con-
tinued until eventually, the UV cuto↵ ⇤ ⌧ EF represents
the scale up to which the quasiparticle kinetic energy can
be linearized about the Fermi level. At these low ener-
gies, and in the vicinity of the quantum critical point
where the field � condenses, it is legitimate to view �
as an independent, emergent fluctuating field that cou-
ples to the low energy fermions via a Yukawa coupling as
written above23. This will be the point of departure of
our analysis below.

We first describe a consistent scaling procedure for the
action in Eq. 1. The key challenge stems from the
fact that the boson and fermion fields have vastly dif-
ferent kinematics. Our bosons have dispersion relation
k2
0 = c2k2 +m2

�, so that low energies correspond as usual
to low momentum, and their scaling is that of a standard
relativistic field theory where all components of momen-
tum scale the same way as k0. By contrast, the fermion
dispersion relation is k0 = ✏(k) � µ, so their low en-
ergy states occur close to the Fermi surface (Fig. 1).
Moreover, the Yukawa coupling between the two sets of
fields must conserve energy and momentum in a coarse-

2

A.  Our toy model
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i.e. a bosonic  “order parameter field” coupled to a 
conventional Fermi liquid, in the tuned limit:

m� ! 0 .

* We will do perturbative RG in the Yukawa and quartic 
couplings.

* We will introduce three additional control parameters:

✏ = 3� d

matrix boson,
# “flavors” of fermions

in fundamental
N,Nf

Wednesday, September 18, 13



In general, in that setting, the question of finite charge 
density dynamics is mapped to a geometry question:The no-hair theorems fail in AdS space.  Charged black 
brane horizons can take a variety of forms:

But the no hair theorems break down in AdS space, and a 
rich zoo of new black holes (= new phases of matter) have 

been found:
18 Horizons, holography and condensed matter

Figure 6 The zero temperature holographic superconductor. The electric
flux is sourced entirely by the scalar field condensate.

finds that the theory (6.1) admits Lifshitz solutions with the dynamical
critical exponent z given by solutions to

8(VT � 3) + 4(V
� 2
T � 4VT + 12)z + (V

� 2
T + 8VT � 24)z2 + V

� 2
T z3 = 0 . (6.6)

Here we introduced

VT = ⇥2L2
�
V (⇤⇥) +m2⇤2

⇥
⇥
, V

�
T =

⇥2L

e

�
V �(⇤⇥) + 2m2⇤⇥

⇥
. (6.7)

Thus the dynamical critical exponent is determined by the value of the
potential and its first derivative at the fixed point value of ⇤⇥, which is in
turn determined by the equations of motion. In order for the scaling (6.5) to
have a straightforward interpretation as a renormalisation transformation,
one should have z > 0. The null energy condition in the bulk furthermore
implies z > 1 [46]. Even if (6.6) gives physical solutions for z, it is not
guaranteed that the corresponding Lifshitz solution is realised as the near
horizon geometry. An instructive simple case to consider is m2 > 0 and
V = 0. One obtains in this case [46, 45]

z =
�2

�2 � L2m2
, ⇤2

⇥ =
1

e2L2

6z

(1 + z)(2 + z)
. (6.8)

The Lifshitz solutions are seen to exist so long as the scalar is not too heavy,
L2m2 < �2. As L2m2 ⌅ 0, we see that z ⌅ 1 and an emergent relativistic
AdS4 is obtained. As L2m2 ⌅ �2 from below, z ⌅ ⇧ and the extremal
AdS2⇥R2 geometry is recovered. However, recall from (6.2) that AdS2⇥R2 is
stable against ⇤ condensing if �2�m2L2 ⇤ 3

2 . Extremal Reissner-Nordström
is likely the ground state in this case. It follows that the Lifshitz geometries
(6.8) realized as IR scaling regimes in this theory with a positive quadratic

7 Electron stars 23

it is clear from the equations of state (7.6) that the fluid is present only if
the local chemical potential (7.5) is larger than the rest mass energy of the
fermions

µloc. > m . (7.8)

This is the condition to populate the local Fermi sea. Looking for extremal
solutions, without a finite temperature horizon, one finds that the condition
(7.8) is satisfied from the deep IR up to a specific radius. This radius is the
boundary of the star. Outside of the star, the geometry becomes Reissner-
Nordström-AdS with a mass and charge determined by integrating over the
fermions in the star. This type of solution is illustrated in figure 7 below.
Analogously to the holographic superconductors, at zero temperature all the

Figure 7 The electron star. The electric flux is sourced entirely by a fluid
of fermions. The fluid is present at all radii for which the local chemical
potential is greater than the fermion mass.

charge is carried by the fermions rather than lying behind a horizon.
Secondly, consider heating up the system. At leading order in the semi-

classical limit, this means placing a finite temperature black hole horizon in
the interior of the spacetime. The fluid remains at zero temperature, as the
fluid must be in thermal equilibrium with the Hawking radiation of the black
hole, the e�ects of which are negligible in the semiclassical limit. At finite
temperature, a fraction of the charge is carried by the black hole horizon,
which subsequently pushes the fermion fluid a finite distance away from the
horizon. The star becomes a band of fluid with an inner and an outer radius
[66, 67]. At nonzero temperature we can dial the ratio T/µ. We can expect
that at su⌅ciently high values of this ratio, the star will collapse to form a
black hole. This will be analogous to the maximal mass of spherical neutron
stars; in global rather than planar AdS, the mass scale can be compared
to the radius of the spatial boundary sphere. In that case there is a first

12 Horizons, holography and condensed matter

given electric flux at the boundary, leads to gravitational physics that is
interesting in its own right.
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Figure 3 The basic question in finite density holography: use the gravi-
tational equations to motion to find the interior IR geometry given the
boundary condition that there is an electric flux at infinity.

5 The planar Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole

The minimal framework capable of describing the physics of electric flux in
an asymptotically AdS geometry is Einstein-Maxwell theory with a negative
cosmological constant [26]. The Lagrangian density can be written

L =
1

2⇥2

�
R+

6

L2

⇥
� 1

4e2
Fµ⇥F

µ⇥ . (5.1)

Here ⇥ and e are respectively the Newtonian and Maxwell constants while
L sets the cosmological constant lengthscale.

There is a unique regular solution to the theory (5.1) with electric flux
at infinity and that has rotations and spacetime translations as symmetries.
This is the planar Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole, with metric

ds2 =
L2

r2

�
�f(r)dt2 +

dr2

f(r)
+ dx2 + dy2

⇥
. (5.2)

The metric function here is

f(r) = 1�
�
1 +

r2+µ
2

2�2

⇥�
r

r+

⇥3

+
r2+µ

2

2�2

�
r

r+

⇥4

. (5.3)

We introduced the dimensionless ratio of the Newtonian and Maxwell cou-
plings

�2 =
e2L2

⇥2
. (5.4)

New horizons include those
representing holographic super-
conductors, holographic Fermi

liquids, and a host of others
dual to more engimatic phases

of matter!

Tuesday, October 2, 12
The problem of classifying low-energy phases of doped 

matter can be mapped to the problem of classifying 
extremal black brane geometries.

Gubser;
...

Thursday, October 25, 12

S =
R

d

4
x

p
�g

�
R� 2⇤+ F

2 + · · ·
�

B.  Holographic inspirations for (bosonic) large N

Our unusual (in this context) N-ification is inspired in part 
by results from AdS/CFT.
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* The extreme limit as          is captured by the metric:z

ds2 = �r2dt2 + dr2

r2 + dx2 + dy2

which is nothing but AdS2 �R2.

In fact, this is the geometry that emerges in the near-
horizon limit of the extremal charged black brane:

The charged black brane solutions of this Einstein-Maxwell
theory are the AdS Reissner-Nordstrom black branes:

*  How about going to a state of finite charge density?  That 
is easy enough -- turning on a chemical potential or charge 
density in the field theory, maps to studying a charged black 

hole (naively an AdS analogue of Reissner-Nordstrom) in 
the bulk!

Finite temperature and density ⇥ black holes

• A minimal dual framework to discuss charge and temperature is
Einstein-Maxwell theory

SE [A, g ] =

⇧
d4x
⇤

g

⇤
� 1

2�2

�
R +

6

L2

⇥
+

1

4g2
F 2

⌅
.

• Unique solution with correct properties: dyonic black hole.
!

!"#
!

$%#

&#

'(#)#

• Falling into the black hole ⇥ dissipation in quantum critical theory.

Sean Hartnoll (Harvard U) Black Holes for Condensed Matter Physics Nov. 09 12 / 20

This kind of black hole solution is known very explicitly.
The metric and background electromagnetic field are:

Monday, April 12, 2010

ds2 ! gMNdxMdxN =
r2

R2
("fdt2 + d!x2) +

R2

r2

dr2

f

f = 1 +
Q2

r2d!2
! M

rd
, At = µ

!

1 ! rd!2
0

rd!2

"

.

Q and M are the mass and charge of the black hole.
There is a minimal mass that a black hole with a given

charge can carry.   When this is saturated, the 
“extremal” black hole correponds to the field theory at 

finite charge density but zero temperature.

Monday, April 12, 2010

Thursday, January 6, 2011

Chamblin,
Emparan,
Johnson,
Myers

Wednesday, May 18, 2011

The simplest theory to consider just has a Einstein
gravity and a Maxwell field.

The Einstein-Maxwell theory supports charged AdS 
analogues of the Reissner-Nordstrom black brane:

Wednesday, September 18, 13



The extremal limit manifests a near-horizon AdS2 
geometry:

ds

2 = �r

2
dt

2 + dr2

r2 + dx

2 + dy

2

From striking work of several groups, it has become
clear that probe fermions in this geometry manifest non-

Fermi liquid behavior. S.S. Lee;
Liu, McGreevy,Vegh; 

Cubrovic, Schalm, Zaanen; ...

This can be most simply understood by thinking in 
the dual quantum field theory directly.
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Consider a quantum field theory whose action takes 
the schematic form:

Consider a field theory whose action takes the general 
form:

9

and work out G(⌅) and AJ,J � as a function of external parameters. Here ⇥N=4(J) is the

N = 4 gaugino evaluated at the Jth lattice site, and ⇤J is the probe fermion associated

with the Jth site. There is also an infinite tower of similar operators of higher conformal

dimension. We will, however, keep our discussion abstract.

Note that we are only guaranteed of the scaling form (8) governed by the (0+1)-

dimensional conformal invariance when ⌅ ⇥ T .6 Therefore, looking forward for a moment

(to the stage where we mix the OF s with semi-holographic fermions) this behavior of the

Green’s function will be relevant when studying excitations close to the Fermi surface, only

if the disconnected phase persists to very low temperatures (compared to the Fermi mo-

mentum kF ). This is achievable in our models, because the temperature of the dimerization

transition is Tc � 1
adefect

[6], where adefect is the lattice spacing for defect fermions, and can be

dialed freely; while kF � 1
aitinerant

is another free parameter, where aitinerant is the lattice spac-

ing for semi-holographic itinerant free fermions, which can also be adjusted independently.

Thus we make a hierarchy adefect ⇥ aitinerant.

We now semi-holographically couple this large N field theory to the free band fermion in

the spirit of [8]:7

S = Sstrong +
�

J,J �

⇥
dt

⇤
c†J(i�J,J �⇧t + µ�J,J � + tJ,J �)cJ �

⌅

+g
�

J

⇥
dt

⇤
c†JOF

J + (Hermitian conjugate)
⌅
. (11)

Here tJ,J � characterizes the band structure of the originally free fermion c sector, which now

mixes with the large N dimer model through the coupling constant g.

The key insight of [8] is that large N factorization of the field theory (which would work

even at small ’t Hooft coupling) can be used to infer the modifications to the two-point

functions of the conducting c fermions arising from the coupling g. The g = 0 Green’s

6 At very low frequency G(�) will still approach zero on general grounds, but it may do so with a di⇥erent

scaling dimension �� or in even more complicated ways.
7 For notational simplicity, we made the free c fermions live on the same lattice sites as the defect fermions

do. As just mentioned, however, we should really make the c fermions live on a much finer lattice to get

the hierarchy 1
aitinerant

� kF ⇥ Tc � 1
adefect

. Also as in §2 of [8], we have neglected possible spin-orbit

e⇥ects that could promote, for example, coupling constants between c and OF in (11) to be matrices in

spin space.

Here you should think of the c fields as free lattice 
fermions, with lattice sites indexed by J, and       asOF

J

an operator in the strongly coupled field theory, interacting 
with the free fermion at the Jth lattice site.  In our setup, 

it could be a fermionic operator on the Jth D5 or anti-D5
brane, for instance.

Thursday, January 6, 2011

*  There is a strongly coupled sector which we’ll assume is 
a large N theory that we can describe using gravity.

*  There is a free (lattice) fermion with a Fermi surface.

*  We deform these two theories by coupling them with 
coupling constant  “g”; c should couple to the lowest 

dimension fermionic operator in the strong sector that
is permitted by symmetries.

Wednesday, May 18, 2011

Consider the field theory with action:

A free fermion is coupled to a strongly coupled CFT by the 
lowest-dimension allowed operator, with coupling g.

We will make the assumption (justified in Einstein-Maxwell 
holography) that the structure of correlators in the CFT, is 

like that of a theory with emergent AdS2 geometry.

Wednesday, September 18, 13



In perturbation theory in g, the leading effect on the 
fermion propagator comes from the “mixing” diagrams:

In perturbation theory in g, we can turn on the interactions 
between the free fermion (with its Fermi liquid behaviour) 
and the strongly interacting sector.   For instance, there are 

a set of tree graphs that renormalize the c propagator:

a) + + +  ...

b) + + +  ...+ + +

Figure 2: a) The geometric sum leading to the fermion correlator (2.5). The solid line
represents G0 and the dashed line represents G0. b) The geometric sum (3.2), where an ⇥
represents the double-trace perturbation.

exhibiting the strange metallic behavior discussed in Refs. [6, 8]. The calculation uses only

the factorization property and so would be equally true in weakly coupled large-N theories.

Now we can see what happens if the AdS2 ⇥R2 strongly coupled theory is replaced by

an AdS4 theory, with ⇤ an operator of dimension ⇥ in the 2 + 1 dimensional CFT. The

correlator

⌅0|T⇤(⌅x, t)⇤†(0, 0)|0⇧ = (x2 � t2)�� (2.6)

implies

G0(⌅k,⇥) = A(⇥)(k2 � ⇥2)��3/2 , (2.7)

with A(⇥) = 4��(2 � 2⇥) sin �⇥. Since the Fermi momentum ⌅k is a UV scale we are

interested in k ⇤ ⇥ and so we expand,

G0(⌅k,⇥) = A(⇥)
�
k2��3 � (⇥� 3/2)⇥2k2��5 + . . .

⇥
. (2.8)

Using this in the correlator (2.5), the leading ⇥-independent term should be absorbed into

the definiton of ⇤�k from the UV theory. The leading correction to the fermion self-energy is ⇥2

as in Fermi liquid theory, but here it is real because the kinematics forbids the quasiparticle

decay. This example should capture the low energy dynamics of the models considered in

[18] where a fermion lives in a zero temperature holographic superconducting background

and the IR part of the geometry was an emergent AdS4 solution.

Similarly, we can extend to a Lifshitz theory with dynamical exponent z. For an operator

of energy dimension ⇥,

G0(⌅k,⇥) = A(⇥, z)k2�/z�2�z +B(⇥, z)⇥2k2�/z�2�3z + . . . . (2.9)

5

Normally, we would have to include interactions coming off 
the strong       lines.  But in a large N strong sector, such 

interactions are suppressed by powers of 1/N!
O

Then, the resulting  “dressed” c propagator can be 
written purely in terms of the two-point function of

in the strongly coupled sector:O

Thursday, January 6, 2011

Wednesday, May 18, 2011

At large N, this geometric series is the exact answer.

Then, the c-fermion self-energy can be written in terms of 
the two-point function of      :OF

Now, let us consider the behaviour of two-point functions 
for natural fermionic operators in our setup.

a)  In the phase:
9

FIG. 1: Predimerization transition. (a)Disconnected configuration dominates at high temperature.

(b)Connected configuration dominates at low temperature.

A. Disconnected configuration

The obvious candidate stable configuration of such a pair is just two separated configu-

rations of the sort considered in Sec.II B with ⇥⇥ = ⇥̄⇥̄ [see Fig.1(a)]. Its free energy is just

twice that of the single D5-brane:

FD5 + FD̄5 = �
⇤
2
L4sin3⇥⇥vol(S4)

(2⇤)5gs�⇥3 r+

⌅
. (3.1)

Note that it is independent of the separation �x.

B. Connected configuration

Another candidate solution with the given boundary condition is a reconnecting solution

[see Fig.1(b)]: a reconnecting D5-brane starts at r = ⇤ with �⇥x = (��x
2 , 0, 0), dips into the

bulk, and then comes back to r = ⇤ now with �⇥x = (+�x
2 , 0, 0), e⇥ectively reversing its

orientation as it should.8 Explicitly, we have

⇥(⌅) = ⇥⇥ and (2⇤�⇥F)⌅⇤ = cos⇥⇥
1⇧

1� 1
sin6��

�
L4k2

r4(⇤)�r4+

⇥

⌃⇤
⇧r

⇧⌅

⌅2

, (3.2)

8 Incidentally, this is the reason why a pair of two D5-branes cannot reconnect.

The operator lives on an           slice 
of the bulk geometry.  The two-point 
functions are constrained to behave as:

8

to instead have z ⇥ N ]. While in many cases these deformations may leave the essential

physics of the fermion spectral function unchanged (see [8] for a nice discussion), it is also

reasonable to find other ways that the essential insights of [10–13] can be reproduced in a

more robust setting. The AdS2 regions spanned by the D5- and anti-D5-branes in the top-

down holographic dimer model of [6] provide an alternative way to obtain the same physics.

Here, we explore this in a semi-holographic setting following [8], and we abstract the main

features of the top-down model to include more generic possibilities.

We begin with a large N field theory, governed by some action Sstrong, with the following

features:

1. There is a lattice of defect fermions which undergoes a dimerization transition as we

vary the external parameters such as temperature [see Fig.2 for the (1+1)-dimensional

case]. We will focus on the cases for which this parameter is temperature, but one can

easily generalize.5

2. There exist fermionic operators OF
J localized at the Jth lattice site, whose thermal

correlation functions in the undimerized phase are known and gapless:
�

dtei�t⌅OF
J (t)O

F †
J � (0)⇧ = i�J,J �G(⌅),

with G(⌅) ⇥ ⌅2��1 for ⌅ ⇤ T. (8)

3. In the dimerized phase, the spectrum is gapped and

lim
�⇥0

�
dtei�t⌅OF

J (t)O
F †
J � (0)⇧ = iAJ,J � . (9)

Here, AJ,J � is nonzero (generically if and) only if J = J ⇤ or J and J ⇤ are paired up via

dimerization.

For example, for the literal D5 probe theory in AdS5 � S5, we can take

OF
J = ⇤†

J⇥N=4(J)⇤J (10)

5 For instance, one can consider driving such a transition by going to finite chemical potential for the large

N gauge fields at T = 0, at the cost of introducing Reissner-Nordström black branes. At su�ciently

large chemical potential, even at zero temperature, the horizon of the extremal Reissner-Nordström black

brane grows large, and the probe branes will transition back to a configuration where they stretch to the

horizon instead of reconnecting. It would be interesting to determine the order of this phase transition at

zero temperature.

8
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function for the c fermions is

G0(k,�) ⇥ �i
1

Nl.s.

⇥

J,J �

⇤
dtei�t�ik·(xJ�xJ� )⌃cJ(t)c†J �(0)⌥g=0 ⌅

1

� � v|k� kF (k)|
(12)

with kF (k) the point on the Fermi surface, closest to the argument k, and Nl.s. the number

of lattice sites. Then we find that for finite coupling g, after summing a geometric series of

tree-level mixing diagrams,

Gg(k,�) ⌅
1

� � v|k� kF (k)|� g2G(k,�) . (13)

In particular, for G(k,�) = c�2��1 with � ⇤ 1, one finds a dominant low-frequency behavior

characteristic of a non-Fermi liquid which has vanishing quasiparticle residue [with marginal

Fermi liquid behavior precisely at � = 1, when the naive �2�1 is modified to have �log(�)

behaviour]. For � > 1, the residue does not vanish, but the theory is still novel in that

the quasiparticle width does not agree with that of standard Fermi liquid theory. As we

described above, these results are true in a regime where kF ⇧ � ⇧ 1
adefect

, where the

zero-temperature Green’s functions used above should be a good approximation to the true

(finite- but low-temperature) answers.

Now, we are in a position to add one simple observation on top of the basic picture

advocated in [8]: in holographic models which undergo a dimerization transition as in

Sec. II, the phase transition also drives an interesting transition in the structure of the

Fermi surface. The main point is that the low frequency behavior of the Green’s function
�
dtei�t⌃OF

J (t)O
F †
J � (0)⌥ changes drastically in the dimerization transition. In the undimerized

state, we will have non-Fermi liquid behavior just as in [8]. However, in the dimerized phase,

the spectrum in the dimer sector is gapped. This means that at low frequencies, instead

of exhibiting power-law behavior, lim�⇥0 G(k,�) = A for some nonzero constant A. Thus

in this phase, we have a conventional Fermi liquid whose Fermi surface is shifted from the

original kF .

Therefore, in this semi-holographic setting, the dimerization transition of Sec. II becomes

a transition between a conventional Fermi liquid phase (dimerized) and a non-Fermi liquid

phase (undimerized). These transitions are somewhat reminiscent of the phase transitions

in Kondo lattice models discussed in [14] and references therein.

Finally, we note that if one is purely interested in finding realizations of the non-Fermi

liquid phase, without studying phase transitions of the Fermi surface, one can also simply

V.   On large N FL/NFL transitions in our system

AdS2
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original k = 1 theory. Correlation functions of the dual op-
erators will enjoy large N inheritance from the parent k = 1
theory, similarly to the theories discussed in [19]. (New de-

grees of freedom that might be introduced by the orbifolding,

analogous to twisted states in string theory, are very massive

in the supergravity regime, due to the free orbifold action). A

simple analysis following this logic implies that the spectrum

is the same for all k > 1; so in particular, ! = 1 fermionic
operators arise in these theories (and any lower ! fermionic

operators from the second tower can rendered safe as above,

by using global quantum numbers). A careful discussion of

the KK spectra of these theories, and the matching with oper-

ators in the dual defect field theories, will appear in [20].

Coupling to semi-holographic fermions The theory we

have constructed above is locally critical in the largeN limit.

That is, because the probeM2! branes wrapAdS2 slices of the

AdS4 geometry, the excitations of the bulk fields localized on

the probe branes can be classified by the quantum numbers of

a locally critical quantum theory, and the correlation functions

of the operators dual to localized bulk excitations (computed

using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary) obey the constraints

following from local criticality. These are precisely correla-

tion functions of operators involving defect fields in the dual

field theory.

Now, we couple the defect field theory we have constructed

to semi-holographic fermions, following [7]. Namely, if we

call the full action of the lattice system above (including both

the bulk gauge theory and the defect fields) SLC , we consider

the theory with

Stotal = SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃)+
!

J,J!

"

dt c†J(i!J,J!"t + µ!J,J! + tJ,J!)cJ!

+ g
!

J

"

dt (c†JO
F
J +Hermitian conjugate) . (12)

In (12), we are coupling a normal theory of a weakly coupled

Fermi surface (governing the excitations of the c fermion) to
the strongly coupled locally critical sector, through the cou-

pling constant g mixing c with (in any natural theory) the low-
est dimension fermionic operatorOF that has the right quan-

tum numbers to couple to c.
Using largeN factorization, it is then easy to show that the

g = 0 Green’s function of the c fermion

G0(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|
(13)

is modified to

Gg(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|" g2G(k,#) , (14)

where

G(#) =
"

dt ei!t#OF
J (t)O

F†
J (0)$ . (15)

This two-point function is fixed by the scaling symmetry of

the LC theory to be G(#) = c!#2!"1 where ! is the di-

mension of OF (and, importantly, G(#) ! c # log(#) in the
degenerate case! = 1).
The correction term in the denominator of Gg will domi-

nate the low-frequency behavior if ! % 1. Unitarity allows
any ! & 1

2 and this scaling dimension is a free parameter

in the general approaches of [4, 7]. The marginal Fermi liq-

uid behavior of [2] appears in the case that the dimension of

OF is precisely 1. Therefore, the question is, are there natu-

ral circumstances in which the theory SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃) has a
leading fermionic operator of! = 1 which can couple to c?
The theories we have constructed above naturally come

with defect operators of ! = 1, as indicated by our calcu-
lation of the KK spectrum on the probe M2! branes. It is in-

teresting to consider where these come from in field theory

language. The field theory has gauge-invariant operators of

the form

"tQ̃1A$2, "tQ̃2B$1, "tQ1B$̃2, "tQ2A$̃1 . (16)

(as well as related quartets of operators of the schematic form

$̃1%A$2, · · · and $̃1A"tQ2, · · · ). These have! = 1 at weak
coupling, and are good candidates for the duals of the probe

defect operators we computed on the gravity side (arising in

the tower of fluctutations of the M2! branes along x5,··· ,10).

Suppose that upon extrapolating to strong coupling (at large

N), the weak-coupling dimensions of these operators are in-

deed protected, i.e. that the weak-coupling engineering di-

mensions of the fields correspond to their scaling dimensions

under the locally critical scaling governing the defect sector

in the probe limit. Then, assigning appropriate global quan-

tum numbers to c, one can choose one of these as the lowest
dimension fermionic operator that c can couple to in the local-
ized sector.

Returning to the dual gravitational description, we can see

that the idea above does work at least in the probe approx-

imation. By appropriate choice of global quantum numbers

(under the Z4 lattice symmetry and the (subgroup of) SO(6)
preserved by the brane configuration), one can guarantee that

no lower ! operators from the second tower of fluctuations

in the previous subsection infect the leading-order c-fermion
correlators (14) after coupling to the large N sector. We con-

clude that we can work directly in the probe limit and obtain

a marginal Fermi liquid by identifying OF with the lowest

fermionic operator in the first tower of defect fields computed

above. This has ! = 1, and as emphasized in the introduc-
tion, this dimension is independent of momentum.

Backreaction Up until now we have ignored the backre-

action of the impurities on the itinerant fields, and therefore

on each other. Thus we have been studying the dynamics of a

single impurity interacting strongly with itinerant fields. The

gravity side exhibits the successes it does because the probe

branes each wrap an AdS2 region, and the symmetries of lo-

cal quantum criticality are manifest, even including the highly

nontrivial field theory interactions that are re-summed by the

tree-level gravity solution.

If we make the strong dynamical assumption that the 
strongly coupled sector exhibits local quantum criticality, 

then the two-point function is constrained:

4
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is the same for all k > 1; so in particular, ! = 1 fermionic
operators arise in these theories (and any lower ! fermionic

operators from the second tower can rendered safe as above,

by using global quantum numbers). A careful discussion of

the KK spectra of these theories, and the matching with oper-

ators in the dual defect field theories, will appear in [20].

Coupling to semi-holographic fermions The theory we

have constructed above is locally critical in the largeN limit.

That is, because the probeM2! branes wrapAdS2 slices of the

AdS4 geometry, the excitations of the bulk fields localized on

the probe branes can be classified by the quantum numbers of

a locally critical quantum theory, and the correlation functions

of the operators dual to localized bulk excitations (computed

using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary) obey the constraints

following from local criticality. These are precisely correla-

tion functions of operators involving defect fields in the dual

field theory.

Now, we couple the defect field theory we have constructed

to semi-holographic fermions, following [7]. Namely, if we

call the full action of the lattice system above (including both

the bulk gauge theory and the defect fields) SLC , we consider

the theory with

Stotal = SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃)+
!

J,J!

"

dt c†J(i!J,J!"t + µ!J,J! + tJ,J!)cJ!

+ g
!

J

"

dt (c†JO
F
J +Hermitian conjugate) . (12)

In (12), we are coupling a normal theory of a weakly coupled

Fermi surface (governing the excitations of the c fermion) to
the strongly coupled locally critical sector, through the cou-

pling constant g mixing c with (in any natural theory) the low-
est dimension fermionic operatorOF that has the right quan-

tum numbers to couple to c.
Using largeN factorization, it is then easy to show that the

g = 0 Green’s function of the c fermion

G0(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|
(13)

is modified to

Gg(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|" g2G(k,#) , (14)

where

G(#) =
"

dt ei!t#OF
J (t)O

F†
J (0)$ . (15)

This two-point function is fixed by the scaling symmetry of

the LC theory to be G(#) = c!#2!"1 where ! is the di-

mension of OF (and, importantly, G(#) ! c # log(#) in the
degenerate case! = 1).
The correction term in the denominator of Gg will domi-

nate the low-frequency behavior if ! % 1. Unitarity allows
any ! & 1

2 and this scaling dimension is a free parameter

in the general approaches of [4, 7]. The marginal Fermi liq-

uid behavior of [2] appears in the case that the dimension of

OF is precisely 1. Therefore, the question is, are there natu-

ral circumstances in which the theory SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃) has a
leading fermionic operator of! = 1 which can couple to c?
The theories we have constructed above naturally come

with defect operators of ! = 1, as indicated by our calcu-
lation of the KK spectrum on the probe M2! branes. It is in-

teresting to consider where these come from in field theory

language. The field theory has gauge-invariant operators of

the form

"tQ̃1A$2, "tQ̃2B$1, "tQ1B$̃2, "tQ2A$̃1 . (16)

(as well as related quartets of operators of the schematic form

$̃1%A$2, · · · and $̃1A"tQ2, · · · ). These have! = 1 at weak
coupling, and are good candidates for the duals of the probe

defect operators we computed on the gravity side (arising in

the tower of fluctutations of the M2! branes along x5,··· ,10).

Suppose that upon extrapolating to strong coupling (at large

N), the weak-coupling dimensions of these operators are in-

deed protected, i.e. that the weak-coupling engineering di-

mensions of the fields correspond to their scaling dimensions

under the locally critical scaling governing the defect sector

in the probe limit. Then, assigning appropriate global quan-

tum numbers to c, one can choose one of these as the lowest
dimension fermionic operator that c can couple to in the local-
ized sector.

Returning to the dual gravitational description, we can see

that the idea above does work at least in the probe approx-

imation. By appropriate choice of global quantum numbers

(under the Z4 lattice symmetry and the (subgroup of) SO(6)
preserved by the brane configuration), one can guarantee that

no lower ! operators from the second tower of fluctuations

in the previous subsection infect the leading-order c-fermion
correlators (14) after coupling to the large N sector. We con-

clude that we can work directly in the probe limit and obtain

a marginal Fermi liquid by identifying OF with the lowest

fermionic operator in the first tower of defect fields computed

above. This has ! = 1, and as emphasized in the introduc-
tion, this dimension is independent of momentum.

Backreaction Up until now we have ignored the backre-

action of the impurities on the itinerant fields, and therefore

on each other. Thus we have been studying the dynamics of a

single impurity interacting strongly with itinerant fields. The

gravity side exhibits the successes it does because the probe

branes each wrap an AdS2 region, and the symmetries of lo-

cal quantum criticality are manifest, even including the highly

nontrivial field theory interactions that are re-summed by the

tree-level gravity solution.

The unitarity bound on the dimension is 1/2; for any value 
less than 1, one obtains a non-Fermi liquid, and if Delta is 

precisely 1, one has a marginal Fermi liquid with 
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In a “locally critical” theory, i.e. one with infinite 
dynamical exponent, one has:

Now, let us consider the behaviour of two-point functions 
for natural fermionic operators in our setup.

a)  In the phase:
9

FIG. 1: Predimerization transition. (a)Disconnected configuration dominates at high temperature.

(b)Connected configuration dominates at low temperature.

A. Disconnected configuration

The obvious candidate stable configuration of such a pair is just two separated configu-

rations of the sort considered in Sec.II B with ⇥⇥ = ⇥̄⇥̄ [see Fig.1(a)]. Its free energy is just

twice that of the single D5-brane:

FD5 + FD̄5 = �
⇤
2
L4sin3⇥⇥vol(S4)

(2⇤)5gs�⇥3 r+

⌅
. (3.1)

Note that it is independent of the separation �x.

B. Connected configuration

Another candidate solution with the given boundary condition is a reconnecting solution

[see Fig.1(b)]: a reconnecting D5-brane starts at r = ⇤ with �⇥x = (��x
2 , 0, 0), dips into the

bulk, and then comes back to r = ⇤ now with �⇥x = (+�x
2 , 0, 0), e⇥ectively reversing its

orientation as it should.8 Explicitly, we have

⇥(⌅) = ⇥⇥ and (2⇤�⇥F)⌅⇤ = cos⇥⇥
1⇧

1� 1
sin6��

�
L4k2

r4(⇤)�r4+

⇥

⌃⇤
⇧r

⇧⌅

⌅2

, (3.2)

8 Incidentally, this is the reason why a pair of two D5-branes cannot reconnect.

The operator lives on an           slice 
of the bulk geometry.  The two-point 
functions are constrained to behave as:
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to instead have z ⇥ N ]. While in many cases these deformations may leave the essential

physics of the fermion spectral function unchanged (see [8] for a nice discussion), it is also

reasonable to find other ways that the essential insights of [10–13] can be reproduced in a

more robust setting. The AdS2 regions spanned by the D5- and anti-D5-branes in the top-

down holographic dimer model of [6] provide an alternative way to obtain the same physics.

Here, we explore this in a semi-holographic setting following [8], and we abstract the main

features of the top-down model to include more generic possibilities.

We begin with a large N field theory, governed by some action Sstrong, with the following

features:

1. There is a lattice of defect fermions which undergoes a dimerization transition as we

vary the external parameters such as temperature [see Fig.2 for the (1+1)-dimensional

case]. We will focus on the cases for which this parameter is temperature, but one can

easily generalize.5

2. There exist fermionic operators OF
J localized at the Jth lattice site, whose thermal

correlation functions in the undimerized phase are known and gapless:
�

dtei�t⌅OF
J (t)O

F †
J � (0)⇧ = i�J,J �G(⌅),

with G(⌅) ⇥ ⌅2��1 for ⌅ ⇤ T. (8)

3. In the dimerized phase, the spectrum is gapped and

lim
�⇥0

�
dtei�t⌅OF

J (t)O
F †
J � (0)⇧ = iAJ,J � . (9)

Here, AJ,J � is nonzero (generically if and) only if J = J ⇤ or J and J ⇤ are paired up via

dimerization.

For example, for the literal D5 probe theory in AdS5 � S5, we can take

OF
J = ⇤†

J⇥N=4(J)⇤J (10)

5 For instance, one can consider driving such a transition by going to finite chemical potential for the large

N gauge fields at T = 0, at the cost of introducing Reissner-Nordström black branes. At su�ciently

large chemical potential, even at zero temperature, the horizon of the extremal Reissner-Nordström black

brane grows large, and the probe branes will transition back to a configuration where they stretch to the

horizon instead of reconnecting. It would be interesting to determine the order of this phase transition at

zero temperature.
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function for the c fermions is

G0(k,�) ⇥ �i
1

Nl.s.

⇥

J,J �

⇤
dtei�t�ik·(xJ�xJ� )⌃cJ(t)c†J �(0)⌥g=0 ⌅

1

� � v|k� kF (k)|
(12)

with kF (k) the point on the Fermi surface, closest to the argument k, and Nl.s. the number

of lattice sites. Then we find that for finite coupling g, after summing a geometric series of

tree-level mixing diagrams,

Gg(k,�) ⌅
1

� � v|k� kF (k)|� g2G(k,�) . (13)

In particular, for G(k,�) = c�2��1 with � ⇤ 1, one finds a dominant low-frequency behavior

characteristic of a non-Fermi liquid which has vanishing quasiparticle residue [with marginal

Fermi liquid behavior precisely at � = 1, when the naive �2�1 is modified to have �log(�)

behaviour]. For � > 1, the residue does not vanish, but the theory is still novel in that

the quasiparticle width does not agree with that of standard Fermi liquid theory. As we

described above, these results are true in a regime where kF ⇧ � ⇧ 1
adefect

, where the

zero-temperature Green’s functions used above should be a good approximation to the true

(finite- but low-temperature) answers.

Now, we are in a position to add one simple observation on top of the basic picture

advocated in [8]: in holographic models which undergo a dimerization transition as in

Sec. II, the phase transition also drives an interesting transition in the structure of the

Fermi surface. The main point is that the low frequency behavior of the Green’s function
�
dtei�t⌃OF

J (t)O
F †
J � (0)⌥ changes drastically in the dimerization transition. In the undimerized

state, we will have non-Fermi liquid behavior just as in [8]. However, in the dimerized phase,

the spectrum in the dimer sector is gapped. This means that at low frequencies, instead

of exhibiting power-law behavior, lim�⇥0 G(k,�) = A for some nonzero constant A. Thus

in this phase, we have a conventional Fermi liquid whose Fermi surface is shifted from the

original kF .

Therefore, in this semi-holographic setting, the dimerization transition of Sec. II becomes

a transition between a conventional Fermi liquid phase (dimerized) and a non-Fermi liquid

phase (undimerized). These transitions are somewhat reminiscent of the phase transitions

in Kondo lattice models discussed in [14] and references therein.

Finally, we note that if one is purely interested in finding realizations of the non-Fermi

liquid phase, without studying phase transitions of the Fermi surface, one can also simply

V.   On large N FL/NFL transitions in our system
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original k = 1 theory. Correlation functions of the dual op-
erators will enjoy large N inheritance from the parent k = 1
theory, similarly to the theories discussed in [19]. (New de-

grees of freedom that might be introduced by the orbifolding,

analogous to twisted states in string theory, are very massive

in the supergravity regime, due to the free orbifold action). A

simple analysis following this logic implies that the spectrum

is the same for all k > 1; so in particular, ! = 1 fermionic
operators arise in these theories (and any lower ! fermionic

operators from the second tower can rendered safe as above,

by using global quantum numbers). A careful discussion of

the KK spectra of these theories, and the matching with oper-

ators in the dual defect field theories, will appear in [20].

Coupling to semi-holographic fermions The theory we

have constructed above is locally critical in the largeN limit.

That is, because the probeM2! branes wrapAdS2 slices of the

AdS4 geometry, the excitations of the bulk fields localized on

the probe branes can be classified by the quantum numbers of

a locally critical quantum theory, and the correlation functions

of the operators dual to localized bulk excitations (computed

using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary) obey the constraints

following from local criticality. These are precisely correla-

tion functions of operators involving defect fields in the dual

field theory.

Now, we couple the defect field theory we have constructed

to semi-holographic fermions, following [7]. Namely, if we

call the full action of the lattice system above (including both

the bulk gauge theory and the defect fields) SLC , we consider

the theory with

Stotal = SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃)+
!

J,J!

"

dt c†J(i!J,J!"t + µ!J,J! + tJ,J!)cJ!

+ g
!

J

"

dt (c†JO
F
J +Hermitian conjugate) . (12)

In (12), we are coupling a normal theory of a weakly coupled

Fermi surface (governing the excitations of the c fermion) to
the strongly coupled locally critical sector, through the cou-

pling constant g mixing c with (in any natural theory) the low-
est dimension fermionic operatorOF that has the right quan-

tum numbers to couple to c.
Using largeN factorization, it is then easy to show that the

g = 0 Green’s function of the c fermion

G0(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|
(13)

is modified to

Gg(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|" g2G(k,#) , (14)

where

G(#) =
"

dt ei!t#OF
J (t)O

F†
J (0)$ . (15)

This two-point function is fixed by the scaling symmetry of

the LC theory to be G(#) = c!#2!"1 where ! is the di-

mension of OF (and, importantly, G(#) ! c # log(#) in the
degenerate case! = 1).
The correction term in the denominator of Gg will domi-

nate the low-frequency behavior if ! % 1. Unitarity allows
any ! & 1

2 and this scaling dimension is a free parameter

in the general approaches of [4, 7]. The marginal Fermi liq-

uid behavior of [2] appears in the case that the dimension of

OF is precisely 1. Therefore, the question is, are there natu-

ral circumstances in which the theory SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃) has a
leading fermionic operator of! = 1 which can couple to c?
The theories we have constructed above naturally come

with defect operators of ! = 1, as indicated by our calcu-
lation of the KK spectrum on the probe M2! branes. It is in-

teresting to consider where these come from in field theory

language. The field theory has gauge-invariant operators of

the form

"tQ̃1A$2, "tQ̃2B$1, "tQ1B$̃2, "tQ2A$̃1 . (16)

(as well as related quartets of operators of the schematic form

$̃1%A$2, · · · and $̃1A"tQ2, · · · ). These have! = 1 at weak
coupling, and are good candidates for the duals of the probe

defect operators we computed on the gravity side (arising in

the tower of fluctutations of the M2! branes along x5,··· ,10).

Suppose that upon extrapolating to strong coupling (at large

N), the weak-coupling dimensions of these operators are in-

deed protected, i.e. that the weak-coupling engineering di-

mensions of the fields correspond to their scaling dimensions

under the locally critical scaling governing the defect sector

in the probe limit. Then, assigning appropriate global quan-

tum numbers to c, one can choose one of these as the lowest
dimension fermionic operator that c can couple to in the local-
ized sector.

Returning to the dual gravitational description, we can see

that the idea above does work at least in the probe approx-

imation. By appropriate choice of global quantum numbers

(under the Z4 lattice symmetry and the (subgroup of) SO(6)
preserved by the brane configuration), one can guarantee that

no lower ! operators from the second tower of fluctuations

in the previous subsection infect the leading-order c-fermion
correlators (14) after coupling to the large N sector. We con-

clude that we can work directly in the probe limit and obtain

a marginal Fermi liquid by identifying OF with the lowest

fermionic operator in the first tower of defect fields computed

above. This has ! = 1, and as emphasized in the introduc-
tion, this dimension is independent of momentum.

Backreaction Up until now we have ignored the backre-

action of the impurities on the itinerant fields, and therefore

on each other. Thus we have been studying the dynamics of a

single impurity interacting strongly with itinerant fields. The

gravity side exhibits the successes it does because the probe

branes each wrap an AdS2 region, and the symmetries of lo-

cal quantum criticality are manifest, even including the highly

nontrivial field theory interactions that are re-summed by the

tree-level gravity solution.

If we make the strong dynamical assumption that the 
strongly coupled sector exhibits local quantum criticality, 

then the two-point function is constrained:
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pling constant g mixing c with (in any natural theory) the low-
est dimension fermionic operatorOF that has the right quan-

tum numbers to couple to c.
Using largeN factorization, it is then easy to show that the

g = 0 Green’s function of the c fermion

G0(k,#) !
1

# " v|k" kF(k)|
(13)

is modified to

Gg(k,#) !
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# " v|k" kF(k)|" g2G(k,#) , (14)

where

G(#) =
"

dt ei!t#OF
J (t)O

F†
J (0)$ . (15)

This two-point function is fixed by the scaling symmetry of

the LC theory to be G(#) = c!#2!"1 where ! is the di-

mension of OF (and, importantly, G(#) ! c # log(#) in the
degenerate case! = 1).
The correction term in the denominator of Gg will domi-

nate the low-frequency behavior if ! % 1. Unitarity allows
any ! & 1

2 and this scaling dimension is a free parameter

in the general approaches of [4, 7]. The marginal Fermi liq-

uid behavior of [2] appears in the case that the dimension of

OF is precisely 1. Therefore, the question is, are there natu-

ral circumstances in which the theory SLC(A,B,Q, Q̃) has a
leading fermionic operator of! = 1 which can couple to c?
The theories we have constructed above naturally come

with defect operators of ! = 1, as indicated by our calcu-
lation of the KK spectrum on the probe M2! branes. It is in-

teresting to consider where these come from in field theory

language. The field theory has gauge-invariant operators of

the form

"tQ̃1A$2, "tQ̃2B$1, "tQ1B$̃2, "tQ2A$̃1 . (16)

(as well as related quartets of operators of the schematic form

$̃1%A$2, · · · and $̃1A"tQ2, · · · ). These have! = 1 at weak
coupling, and are good candidates for the duals of the probe

defect operators we computed on the gravity side (arising in

the tower of fluctutations of the M2! branes along x5,··· ,10).

Suppose that upon extrapolating to strong coupling (at large

N), the weak-coupling dimensions of these operators are in-

deed protected, i.e. that the weak-coupling engineering di-

mensions of the fields correspond to their scaling dimensions

under the locally critical scaling governing the defect sector

in the probe limit. Then, assigning appropriate global quan-

tum numbers to c, one can choose one of these as the lowest
dimension fermionic operator that c can couple to in the local-
ized sector.

Returning to the dual gravitational description, we can see

that the idea above does work at least in the probe approx-

imation. By appropriate choice of global quantum numbers

(under the Z4 lattice symmetry and the (subgroup of) SO(6)
preserved by the brane configuration), one can guarantee that

no lower ! operators from the second tower of fluctuations

in the previous subsection infect the leading-order c-fermion
correlators (14) after coupling to the large N sector. We con-

clude that we can work directly in the probe limit and obtain

a marginal Fermi liquid by identifying OF with the lowest

fermionic operator in the first tower of defect fields computed

above. This has ! = 1, and as emphasized in the introduc-
tion, this dimension is independent of momentum.

Backreaction Up until now we have ignored the backre-

action of the impurities on the itinerant fields, and therefore

on each other. Thus we have been studying the dynamics of a

single impurity interacting strongly with itinerant fields. The

gravity side exhibits the successes it does because the probe

branes each wrap an AdS2 region, and the symmetries of lo-

cal quantum criticality are manifest, even including the highly

nontrivial field theory interactions that are re-summed by the

tree-level gravity solution.

The unitarity bound on the dimension is 1/2; for any value 
less than 1, one obtains a non-Fermi liquid, and if Delta is 

precisely 1, one has a marginal Fermi liquid with 

4
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preserved by the brane configuration), one can guarantee that
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on each other. Thus we have been studying the dynamics of a
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nontrivial field theory interactions that are re-summed by the
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This creates a non-Fermi liquid if

�  1.

This is evident because the simple pole (and hence the 
spectral weight of the quasiparticles) disappears from the  

fermion Greens function.

This gives a controlled derivation of NFL behavior in (very 
peculiar) large N theories.  What about more conventional 

theories?
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With our detour into geometry at an end, lets return to 
our field theory.  What scaling do we do in our RG?

C.  Our direct field theory RG
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empty states

filled states

empty states
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FIG. 2. Summary of tree-level scaling. High energy modes
(blue) are integrated out at tree level and remaining low en-
ergy modes (red) are rescaled so as to preserve the boson and
fermion kinetic terms. The boson modes (a) have the low
energy locus at a point whereas the fermion modes (b) have
their low energy locus on the Fermi surface. The most rel-
evant Yukawa coupling (c) connects particle-hole states sep-
arated by small momenta near the Fermi surface; all other
couplings are irrelevant under the scaling.

k2
0 = c2k2 +m2

�, so that low energies correspond as usual
to low momentum, and their scaling is that of a standard
relativistic field theory where all components of momen-
tum scale the same way as k0. By contrast, the fermion
dispersion relation is k0 = ✏(k) � µ, so their low en-
ergy states occur close to the Fermi surface (Fig. 2).
Moreover, the Yukawa coupling between the two sets of
fields must conserve energy and momentum in a coarse-
graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations5,6.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski5, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-

noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

3
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graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single
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function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
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theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
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criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):
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We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.
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the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:
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The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
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for the fermion states, whereas
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is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single

3

We expand fermion momenta about the closest point on 
the Fermi surface

and do Polchinski scaling:

In contrast, we scale boson momenta isotropically:
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This implies the following scaling of fields:

graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single

3With the Polchinski scaling, we know the BCS four-Fermi 
interaction will remain marginal at tree level in all d.   The 

bosonic quartic coupling scales as:

graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single

3

So d=3 is the upper critical dimension.

Finally, expanding the momentum-dependent Yukawa 
coupling around the Fermi surface:

graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single

3
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we see that:

graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when m� is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction � is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with di↵erent
scalings for di↵erent configurations4,5.

To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski4, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cuto↵ is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain una↵ected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cuto↵ is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
✏(k) = 1

2mk2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction ⌦̂ and a perpendicular magnitude `:

k = ⌦̂(kF + `). (2)

The dispersion relation for ` ⌧ kF is then simply k0 ⇡
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of e↵ectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.

We therefore obtain the following scalings

k0
0 = etk0, k0

F = kF , `0 = et` (3)

for the fermion states, whereas

k0
0 = etk0, k0 = etk (4)

is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:

 0 = e�3t/2 , �0 = e� (d+3)
2 t� (5)

From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: �0

 = � 
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as

�0
� = e(3�d)t�� (6)

which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.

At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at di↵erent points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling

 (⌦̂, `) !  0(⌦̂, `) = e�3t/2 (⌦̂, e�t`), (7)

back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds
that  0(x) depends on an integral over all  (x). This
inherent non-locality is the price we pay for describing
the marginal BCS interactions correctly in Fermi liquid
theory and in turn is related to the fact that there is no
real-space decimation procedure appropriate for metals.
We therefore are led to study the scaling of all couplings
in momentum space. Finally, we note that away from
criticality, when m� 6= 0, the boson can formally be in-
tegrated out and we must recover Landau Fermi liquid
theory: simplicity demands that the field scaling should
not depend on m�, which further compels us to adopt
this scaling procedure.

Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form

g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)

and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 1):

lim
k!kF

lim
q!0

g0(k0, q0) = e
3�d
2 tg(k, q) (9)

This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
�� and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an ✏�expansion, which we show
in the next section.

Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single

3

This single term in the Yukawa coupling remains marginal in 
d=3;  the further terms in the Taylor expansion are 

irrelevant.

We note that there are different (reasonable) possible 
choices for Fermi surface “patch” scaling.  This scaling has 

been chosen for the following merits:

* It reverts to the obvious scalings as one decouples the 
boson and fermion, as perturbation theory should.

* BCS and forward scattering interactions of fermions 
remain obviously marginal at tree level.
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One can think of the analysis to come as following the 
outcome of the battle between bosons and fermions:

Effective theory: Fermion-boson problem

g=0: nearly free bosons, nearly free fermions decoupled 
from one another. 

g(k, q) = g(kF ) + · · ·

(a)
ab

a

ab

b

(b)
a b

ab

a

(c)
ab

a

a

b

ab

b

(a)
ab

a

ab

b

(b)
a b

ab

a

(c)
ab

a

a

b

ab

b

Non-zero g: non-trivial feedback between bosons and 
fermions.   

2) fermions can decay 
-> non-Fermi liquid behavior. 

1) bosons can decay 
-> Landau damping.

Tug-of-war between bosons and fermions - the challenge lies in determining 
which set of degrees of freedom (if any) emerge victoriously in the IR.  So who wins - the bosons or the fermions?
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Mainstream philosophy: Hertz (1976)

Idea: integrating out all fermions results in free, overdamped bosons:

This approach takes the viewpoint that damping of bosons due to 
fermions is the most significant effect.  

Seff =

Z

k,!


!2 + k2 + g2

|!|p
k2 + !2

�
�2

Modern variants of Hertz’s approach: feed the overdamped bosons back 
to the fermions to obtain a non-Fermi liquid.  Look for self-consistency.

Higher order terms are ignored.  They are irrelevant but singular - any 
approximate treatment of the theory could be dangerous! 
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We are instead going to treat bosons and fermions on 
completely equal footing, and try to find simplifications in 

various large N or small epsilon limits.  

We will find that the dominant behavior depends on the 
ratio of the dimensionless parameters in the problem.

This indicates that there should be a rich phase diagram in 
the large N theory:

NF

NB

Hertz

NFL 
fixed point

??

Real 
materials

Scaling landscape
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III.  RG in the epsilon expansion

⇤e�t < E < ⇤

external legs : E < ⇤e�t

So, we do the RG.  Our procedure will be to decimate in 
energy intervals, while integrating over all spatial momenta.

Because we have couplings that are marginal in d=3, we can 
hope to find controlled fixed points in the epsilon 

expansion.

The diagrams that arise at one-loop order are:
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point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)

4
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An immediate and interesting result is that the diagrams (a) 
and (b) vanish:

point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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So the diagram which normally yields the dramatic effect of 
Hertz-Millis theory, does not contribute in the RG.

point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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(Note that computing correlation functions would involve 
integrating down to zero energy, and can see singularities 

that are absent in the RG analysis.)
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The diagram (c) yields the standard contribution arising in 
study of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point:

point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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positive constant

Here, a�� is a positive constant given in the appendix
and t = � log [⇤/⇤0] is now the RG flow parameter.

Next, consider the fermion self-energy in Fig 2(d). This
diagram determines the fermion wavefunction renormal-
ization, and therefore a↵ects the running of all fermion
couplings. It produces a contribution of the form

⌃d⇤(k) =
�
ik0g

2ag

�
d log ⇤, (13)

where ag is a constant and is derived in the appendix.
The first contribution to the flow of the Yukawa cou-

pling comes from fermion wave-function renormalization.
The second contribution to the flow of g comes from the
vertex correction diagram in Fig. 2(e) with zero exter-
nal boson momentum. This quantity is related to the
fermion self-energy via the simple relation

�gd⇤(k, 0)

g
= �C3

@⌃d⇤(k)

@ (ik0)
= �g2C3agd log ⇤ (14)

where C3 is a constant which is equal to 1 in the theory
with a single scalar field �, and which takes more general
values in large N theories we discuss later in the paper.

After the mode elimination and field rescaling, it can
immediately be seen that the Yukawa coupling becomes

g0(t) =
�
g � C3agg

3t
�
e�g2agte✏t/2, (15)

where the first factor incorporates the vertex correction,
the second takes into account wave-function renormaliza-
tion, and the exponential factor is obtained from scaling
at tree level. The resulting flow equation for the Yukawa
coupling is readily obtained:

dg

dt
=

✏

2
g � (1 + C3)g

3ag + O(g3✏) (16)

Note the existence of a fixed point at g2 = ✏
2(1+C3)ag

.

Equations 12 and 16 are the key results of this sec-
tion. To one-loop order in the ✏-expansion, there is a non-
trivial fixed point which has 2 main features. Firstly, the
boson flows to the usual Wilson-Fisher fixed point with
�⇤
� = O(✏), and is surprisingly una↵ected by the Fermi

surface to this order. Secondly, there is a non-trivial
fixed point at finite g⇤ = O(

p
✏) which corresponds to a

non-Fermi liquid in which the fermion propagator has an
anomalous dimension.

When ✏ ⌧ 1, the fixed point values �⇤
� and g⇤ are

small. Therefore, the properties of the system can be
computed via perturbation theory. Correlation functions
of the boson conform with the predictions of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point to one-loop order as do the critical ex-
ponents, whereas the fermion propagator develop branch
cuts signifying the loss of a well-defined quasiparticle. To
be more explicit, we compute the anomalous dimension
� of the fermion propagator directly from the expression
for the � function and the RG equation:

�g⇤ =


3 � d

2
� 2� 

�
g⇤ = 0 (17)

+

� (�)

V (�) ⌘

g2

!2+c2(`2+4k2
F sin2 ✓

2)

FIG. 3. This figure depicts the sum of two diagrams that
define the tree-level fermion scattering function V (✓). This
function then appears directly in the generalized BCS loop
diagrams depicted in Fig. 2(f, g, i).

from which we see that � = ✏/4. The fermion propaga-
tor at the fixed point has the scale-invariant form

G(!, `) ⇠ 1

(i! � vF `)1�2� 
. (18)

Therefore, at the fixed point, the imaginary part of the
fermion self-energy varies as

Im⌃(k) ⇠ (g⇤)2!1� ✏
2 . (19)

By contrast, recent predictions based on the standard
approach to the problem21 suggest that

Im⌃(k) ⇠ !d/3 = !1� ✏
3 . (20)

where the second equality makes the comparison directly
with the expression in Eq. 19 obtained at the fixed point.
We note that even to leading order in ✏, there are discrep-
ancies between the two sets of theories.

IV. FERMION SELF-COUPLINGS

Next, we describe the fate of four fermion interactions
at the non-trivial fixed point. In addition to the Fermi
liquid contribution in Fig. 2(f), there are several dia-
grams which a↵ect the flow of � , and some of their
contributions are rather subtle.

Aside from the fermion wave-function renormalization
of diagram Fig. 2(d), there are four diagrams that pro-
duce vertex corrections. The simplest vertex correction
to consider is depicted in Fig. 2(h). As explained in the
appendix, due to the kinematic constraints of the Fermi
surface, it has no divergent piece.

The other vertex corrections shown in Fig. 2(g) and
Fig. 2(i) are a bit more subtle. For example, if one
directly evaluates any of these diagrams individually one
seems to find a dependence of the form log2(⇤), which
would naively lead to explicit ⇤ dependence in the RG
flow equations.

One may obtain more insight into the origin of these
puzzling divergences by slightly re-organizing the calcu-
lation. For this purpose, let us define the general vertex
function

V (✓,!) ⌘ � (✓) +
g2

!2 + c2(`2 + 4k2
F sin2 ✓

2 )
(21)
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point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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(d) gives a nontrivial fermion wavefunction renormalization:

point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k? + k2

k/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k? and kk. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
critical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. We
therefore believe that this scaling procedure is incorrect
for the problem at hand.

In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:

SHertz
� = S�+g2m2

 

Z
dd+1q

(2⇡)d

|q0|
|q| ✓(|q|� |q0|)�q��q (10)

The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus
for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i)

FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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The beta function for the Yukawa coupling arises from both 
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fortuitously vanishes at 1-loop).
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evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent con-
tradiction that when the system is tuned away from the
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for d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by
their gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of
time and space is di↵erent for bosons and fermions21.
By contrast, in our theory, the self-energy correction in
Eq. 10 does not occur in our starting action, since we
have integrated out only the high energy modes. It is
important to stress that although the physics of Landau
damping is not incorporated directly into our bare action,
it is always present in the theory: it is clear from Eq.
1 that we would reproduce Landau damping when we
integrate out fermions. However, by choosing to keep the
low energy fermions, we show that we obtain an entirely
new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.

III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP

In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction � = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial e↵ects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.

Since both g and �� are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in ✏ = 3�d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 2 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell ⇤e�t < E < ⇤, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < ⇤e�t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale

energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
e↵ect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 2; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.
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FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.

The first two diagrams (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to

⇧d⇤(p) /
Z

d⇤

dq0 [sgn(q0) � sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)

since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not a↵ect the running of �� to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.

The diagram in Fig.2(c) yields the standard O(�2
�) con-

tribution:

d��
dt

= ✏�� � a���2
�. (12)
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Here, a�� is a positive constant given in the appendix
and t = � log [⇤/⇤0] is now the RG flow parameter.

Next, consider the fermion self-energy in Fig 2(d). This
diagram determines the fermion wavefunction renormal-
ization, and therefore a↵ects the running of all fermion
couplings. It produces a contribution of the form

⌃d⇤(k) =
�
ik0g

2ag

�
d log ⇤, (13)

where ag is a constant and is derived in the appendix.
The first contribution to the flow of the Yukawa cou-

pling comes from fermion wave-function renormalization.
The second contribution to the flow of g comes from the
vertex correction diagram in Fig. 2(e) with zero exter-
nal boson momentum. This quantity is related to the
fermion self-energy via the simple relation

�gd⇤(k, 0)

g
= �C3

@⌃d⇤(k)

@ (ik0)
= �g2C3agd log ⇤ (14)

where C3 is a constant which is equal to 1 in the theory
with a single scalar field �, and which takes more general
values in large N theories we discuss later in the paper.

After the mode elimination and field rescaling, it can
immediately be seen that the Yukawa coupling becomes

g0(t) =
�
g � C3agg

3t
�
e�g2agte✏t/2, (15)

where the first factor incorporates the vertex correction,
the second takes into account wave-function renormaliza-
tion, and the exponential factor is obtained from scaling
at tree level. The resulting flow equation for the Yukawa
coupling is readily obtained:

dg

dt
=

✏

2
g � (1 + C3)g

3ag + O(g3✏) (16)

Note the existence of a fixed point at g2 = ✏
2(1+C3)ag

.

Equations 12 and 16 are the key results of this sec-
tion. To one-loop order in the ✏-expansion, there is a non-
trivial fixed point which has 2 main features. Firstly, the
boson flows to the usual Wilson-Fisher fixed point with
�⇤
� = O(✏), and is surprisingly una↵ected by the Fermi

surface to this order. Secondly, there is a non-trivial
fixed point at finite g⇤ = O(

p
✏) which corresponds to a

non-Fermi liquid in which the fermion propagator has an
anomalous dimension.

When ✏ ⌧ 1, the fixed point values �⇤
� and g⇤ are

small. Therefore, the properties of the system can be
computed via perturbation theory. Correlation functions
of the boson conform with the predictions of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point to one-loop order as do the critical ex-
ponents, whereas the fermion propagator develop branch
cuts signifying the loss of a well-defined quasiparticle. To
be more explicit, we compute the anomalous dimension
� of the fermion propagator directly from the expression
for the � function and the RG equation:

�g⇤ =


3 � d

2
� 2� 

�
g⇤ = 0 (17)

+

� (�)

V (�) ⌘

g2

!2+c2(`2+4k2
F sin2 ✓

2)

FIG. 3. This figure depicts the sum of two diagrams that
define the tree-level fermion scattering function V (✓). This
function then appears directly in the generalized BCS loop
diagrams depicted in Fig. 2(f, g, i).

from which we see that � = ✏/4. The fermion propaga-
tor at the fixed point has the scale-invariant form

G(!, `) ⇠ 1

(i! � vF `)1�2� 
. (18)

Therefore, at the fixed point, the imaginary part of the
fermion self-energy varies as

Im⌃(k) ⇠ (g⇤)2!1� ✏
2 . (19)

By contrast, recent predictions based on the standard
approach to the problem21 suggest that

Im⌃(k) ⇠ !d/3 = !1� ✏
3 . (20)

where the second equality makes the comparison directly
with the expression in Eq. 19 obtained at the fixed point.
We note that even to leading order in ✏, there are discrep-
ancies between the two sets of theories.

IV. FERMION SELF-COUPLINGS

Next, we describe the fate of four fermion interactions
at the non-trivial fixed point. In addition to the Fermi
liquid contribution in Fig. 2(f), there are several dia-
grams which a↵ect the flow of � , and some of their
contributions are rather subtle.

Aside from the fermion wave-function renormalization
of diagram Fig. 2(d), there are four diagrams that pro-
duce vertex corrections. The simplest vertex correction
to consider is depicted in Fig. 2(h). As explained in the
appendix, due to the kinematic constraints of the Fermi
surface, it has no divergent piece.

The other vertex corrections shown in Fig. 2(g) and
Fig. 2(i) are a bit more subtle. For example, if one
directly evaluates any of these diagrams individually one
seems to find a dependence of the form log2(⇤), which
would naively lead to explicit ⇤ dependence in the RG
flow equations.

One may obtain more insight into the origin of these
puzzling divergences by slightly re-organizing the calcu-
lation. For this purpose, let us define the general vertex
function

V (✓,!) ⌘ � (✓) +
g2

!2 + c2(`2 + 4k2
F sin2 ✓

2 )
(21)
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Here, a�� is a positive constant given in the appendix
and t = � log [⇤/⇤0] is now the RG flow parameter.

Next, consider the fermion self-energy in Fig 2(d). This
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ization, and therefore a↵ects the running of all fermion
couplings. It produces a contribution of the form
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where ag is a constant and is derived in the appendix.
The first contribution to the flow of the Yukawa cou-

pling comes from fermion wave-function renormalization.
The second contribution to the flow of g comes from the
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nal boson momentum. This quantity is related to the
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where C3 is a constant which is equal to 1 in the theory
with a single scalar field �, and which takes more general
values in large N theories we discuss later in the paper.

After the mode elimination and field rescaling, it can
immediately be seen that the Yukawa coupling becomes
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where the first factor incorporates the vertex correction,
the second takes into account wave-function renormaliza-
tion, and the exponential factor is obtained from scaling
at tree level. The resulting flow equation for the Yukawa
coupling is readily obtained:
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✏
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Note the existence of a fixed point at g2 = ✏
2(1+C3)ag

.

Equations 12 and 16 are the key results of this sec-
tion. To one-loop order in the ✏-expansion, there is a non-
trivial fixed point which has 2 main features. Firstly, the
boson flows to the usual Wilson-Fisher fixed point with
�⇤
� = O(✏), and is surprisingly una↵ected by the Fermi

surface to this order. Secondly, there is a non-trivial
fixed point at finite g⇤ = O(
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✏) which corresponds to a

non-Fermi liquid in which the fermion propagator has an
anomalous dimension.

When ✏ ⌧ 1, the fixed point values �⇤
� and g⇤ are

small. Therefore, the properties of the system can be
computed via perturbation theory. Correlation functions
of the boson conform with the predictions of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point to one-loop order as do the critical ex-
ponents, whereas the fermion propagator develop branch
cuts signifying the loss of a well-defined quasiparticle. To
be more explicit, we compute the anomalous dimension
� of the fermion propagator directly from the expression
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FIG. 3. This figure depicts the sum of two diagrams that
define the tree-level fermion scattering function V (✓). This
function then appears directly in the generalized BCS loop
diagrams depicted in Fig. 2(f, g, i).

from which we see that � = ✏/4. The fermion propaga-
tor at the fixed point has the scale-invariant form
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where the second equality makes the comparison directly
with the expression in Eq. 19 obtained at the fixed point.
We note that even to leading order in ✏, there are discrep-
ancies between the two sets of theories.

IV. FERMION SELF-COUPLINGS

Next, we describe the fate of four fermion interactions
at the non-trivial fixed point. In addition to the Fermi
liquid contribution in Fig. 2(f), there are several dia-
grams which a↵ect the flow of � , and some of their
contributions are rather subtle.

Aside from the fermion wave-function renormalization
of diagram Fig. 2(d), there are four diagrams that pro-
duce vertex corrections. The simplest vertex correction
to consider is depicted in Fig. 2(h). As explained in the
appendix, due to the kinematic constraints of the Fermi
surface, it has no divergent piece.

The other vertex corrections shown in Fig. 2(g) and
Fig. 2(i) are a bit more subtle. For example, if one
directly evaluates any of these diagrams individually one
seems to find a dependence of the form log2(⇤), which
would naively lead to explicit ⇤ dependence in the RG
flow equations.

One may obtain more insight into the origin of these
puzzling divergences by slightly re-organizing the calcu-
lation. For this purpose, let us define the general vertex
function
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with a fixed point:

Here, a�� is a positive constant given in the appendix
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where ag is a constant and is derived in the appendix.
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where C3 is a constant which is equal to 1 in the theory
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tion, and the exponential factor is obtained from scaling
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tion. To one-loop order in the ✏-expansion, there is a non-
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computed via perturbation theory. Correlation functions
of the boson conform with the predictions of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point to one-loop order as do the critical ex-
ponents, whereas the fermion propagator develop branch
cuts signifying the loss of a well-defined quasiparticle. To
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FIG. 3. This figure depicts the sum of two diagrams that
define the tree-level fermion scattering function V (✓). This
function then appears directly in the generalized BCS loop
diagrams depicted in Fig. 2(f, g, i).

from which we see that � = ✏/4. The fermion propaga-
tor at the fixed point has the scale-invariant form
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Therefore, at the fixed point, the imaginary part of the
fermion self-energy varies as
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By contrast, recent predictions based on the standard
approach to the problem21 suggest that
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where the second equality makes the comparison directly
with the expression in Eq. 19 obtained at the fixed point.
We note that even to leading order in ✏, there are discrep-
ancies between the two sets of theories.
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Next, we describe the fate of four fermion interactions
at the non-trivial fixed point. In addition to the Fermi
liquid contribution in Fig. 2(f), there are several dia-
grams which a↵ect the flow of � , and some of their
contributions are rather subtle.

Aside from the fermion wave-function renormalization
of diagram Fig. 2(d), there are four diagrams that pro-
duce vertex corrections. The simplest vertex correction
to consider is depicted in Fig. 2(h). As explained in the
appendix, due to the kinematic constraints of the Fermi
surface, it has no divergent piece.

The other vertex corrections shown in Fig. 2(g) and
Fig. 2(i) are a bit more subtle. For example, if one
directly evaluates any of these diagrams individually one
seems to find a dependence of the form log2(⇤), which
would naively lead to explicit ⇤ dependence in the RG
flow equations.

One may obtain more insight into the origin of these
puzzling divergences by slightly re-organizing the calcu-
lation. For this purpose, let us define the general vertex
function
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The resulting flow equation is:

1in basic theory
1/N at large N

Naive fixed point structure:

�⇤
� ⇠ ✏

g⇤ ⇠
p
✏

The Wilson-Fisher boson is 
unaffected at this order, but
dresses the Fermi liquid into

a non-Fermi liquid
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The anomalous dimension of the fermion at this order is:

The fermion Green’s function takes the form:

In particular, the lifetime is governed by:

Contrast with the standard approach, which gives:

� = ✏
8 .

Im(⌃) ⇠ !
d
3 = !1� ✏

3 .

Im(⌃) ⇠ (g⇤)2!1� ✏
4 .

G(!, `) = 1
(i!�vF `)1�2� 

f(!/`) .
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ASIDE:

I did not discuss renormalisation of four-Fermi interactions 
here.  A few subtleties arise:

* possible instabilities to superconductivity

* possible instabilities to chiral waves on the
Fermi surface 

Which occurs is model dependent and they happen at 
energies << the UV scale; we will ignore in this talk.

BCS

DGR;
Shuster, Son
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In this limit, we consider the theory:

where ✓ is the angle between the initial and final an-
tipodal fermions, and we have suppressed the explicit `
dependence of V as well as the scale dependence of the
couplings. Inserting this vertex function into one-loop
Feynman diagrams, one can see that in the integral over
momenta, soft scattering at small ✓ is responsible for an
enhanced log divergence on top of the one which follows
from naive scaling.

One simple way of seeing the enhanced log divergences
is as follows. We can write all of the diagrams Fig. 2(f,
g, i) in the compact form

I(⌦) =

Z
�⇤d` dd�2⌦0 kd�2

F

(2⇡)d(⇤2 + v2
F `

2)
V (⌦0, ⇤)V (⌦ � ⌦0, ⇤) (22)

Now we see that the integral over ⌦0 is merely a convo-
lution, so we can diagonalize it by writing the V (✓,!) in
terms of spherical harmonics on the Fermi surface, giving

I(L) = aV V (L, ⇤)2d log(⇤) (23)

for a constant aV computed in the appendix. The log2(⇤)
e↵ect alluded to above is now contained in the behavior
of VL as a function of Fermi surface angular momentum
L.

Similarly log2 divergences have been encountered in
the earlier literature24–28. An interesting suggestion for
an improved RG to surmount this issue appears in25. We
will see here that in controlled large N limits, the log2

diagrams do not contribute, and the RG analysis is con-
ventional. We intend to pursue a systematic investigation
of the proper treatment of such divergences at small N
in further work.

V. ONE-LOOP STRUCTURE AT LARGE N
AND FIXED POINTS INCLUDING � 

In §3, we discovered new one-loop fixed points where
a Wilson-Fisher boson dressed a Fermi liquid into a non-
Fermi liquid. However, incorporation of four-Fermi inter-
actions in §4 leads to new issues in the renormalization
group, whose systematic investigation we leave for the
future. For now, we can gain significant theoretical con-
trol over the model including four-Fermi interactions by
introducing a large N version of it.

To do this, the fermions  are promoted to N -vectors
 i while the scalar is promoted to an N ⇥ N complex
matrix �i

j :

L =  ̄i [@⌧ + µ � ✏(ir)] i +
� 
N
 ̄i i ̄

j j

L� = tr

✓
m2
��

2 + (@⌧�)2 + c2
⇣
~r�

⌘2
◆

+
�

(1)
�

8N
tr(�4) +

�
(2)
�

8N2
(tr(�2))2

L ,� =
gp
N
 ̄i j�

j
i (24)

where we consider spin-less fermions for simplicity. In
order to avoid having more than one independent scalar
mass that must be tuned to zero at the fixed point, we
take �i

j to be in an irreducible representation. For con-
creteness, we take this to be the adjoint of SU(N), and
the fermions to transform in the fundamental, though the
leading large N e↵ects will not be especially dependent
on this choice.

Although a priori there are two distinct quartic boson
couplings with di↵erent trace structures, one can in fact

set �(1)
� = 0 in a natural way. The model enjoys an en-

hanced SO(N2) symmetry in that limit (softly broken by
the relevant parameter g), and so it is radiatively stable

to do so. We proceed with �(1)
� = 0.

In appendix A4, we evaluate the generalization of the
renormalization coe�cients ag, a� , aV , and C3 to large
N , but here we will just give a qualitative overview. First
of all, the diagram (Fig. 2(a)) vanishes in this limit, in-
cluding the finite piece. This implies that Landau damp-
ing is completely absent at N ! 1. This large N limit
in d = 3 was exploited previously in 29. This is inter-
esting, but it does mean that the large N limit and the
! ! 0 limit (where Landau damping is dominant in other
treatments of this problem) exhibit subtle interplay.

In fact, this is part of a more general point: at infi-
nite N , the fermions do not renormalize the scalar at all.
The fixed point properties of the scalars can therefore
be studied independently of the fermions. On the other
hand, the scalars do have an e↵ect on the renormalization
of the fermions, even though the fermions do not “back
react” on the scalars. In particular, the wavefunction
renormalization, which a↵ects the running of all fermion
interactions, survives at leading order in large N :

ag = O(N0). (25)

In contrast, the direct cubic vertex renormalization dia-
gram Fig. 2(e) vanishes at large N :

C3 = O(N�1). (26)

The factor of 1/N in the four-fermion interaction � 
has been chosen so that the resulting one-loop renor-
malization of the fermion propagator is finite at N !
1. The interaction itself naively has two di↵er-
ent possible structures,  ̄i(p) i(p0) ̄j(�p) j(p0) and
 ̄i(p) j(p0) ̄i(�p) j(p0) in the action above. However,
by anti-commuting the fermions and relabeling the mo-
menta, these can be seen to be just a single interaction
(with a coe�cient � that can be a function of the angle
cos ✓ = p̂ · p̂0). The diagrams in Fig. 2(g), (h), and (i) do
not contribute to � at leading order in large N . Conse-
quently, the double-logs mentioned in section IV are also
absent at infinite N .

The structure of the resulting RG fixed points is as
follows. The boson still behaves as if it is at a Wilson-
Fisher fixed point at leading order in large N. The fermion
is dressed into a non-Fermi liquid, and we can now as-
sess the stability of this non-Fermi liquid fixed point to

6

IV.  Various large N limits

To push the analysis down to d=2, one needs to invoke 
large N.  There are different ways to do this.

A. N ! 1, Nf fixed
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One can set:

�(1)
� = 0

in a natural way (in the sense of  `t Hooft).  We do so.

In this theory, the only contribution to the four-Fermi beta 
function comes from the wavefunction renormalization of 

the fermion.  One finds:
superconducting instabilities. The leading RG equation
for � is therefore of the form

d

dt
� = �2agg

2� . (27)

An additional term on the right-hand side of the form
��2

 (i.e. the conventional BCS result, that would drive
attractive interactions to grow at low-energy) is absent
at infinite N ; more precisely, � = O(N�1). We therefore
see that there is a stable fixed point at � = 0. The large
N fixed point is stable against superconductivity.

VI. DISCUSSION

The key result of this paper is the existence of a non-
Fermi liquid fixed point for a metal near a quantum crit-
ical point below d = 3. We have obtained the non-Fermi
liquid fixed point in a theory which formally integrates
out only high energy modes, never incorporates the e↵ect
of Landau damping in the tree-level action, and treats the
low energy boson and fermion modes on an equal footing.
Furthermore, in the large-N limit of §5, the non-Fermi liq-
uid is always stable against superconductivity, since BCS
interactions become irrelevant at the fixed point due to
the first term of Eq. (27), which is O(✏).

However, there is a peculiar aspect of the fixed points
obtained in the present analysis. We have emphasized
that while the physics of Landau damping can always
be recovered in our theory at any stage by integrating
out fermions, there is no sense in which Landau damping
smoothly grows under the RG. The reason for this e↵ect
is that the boson self-energy to one-loop order is not log-
arithmically divergent. Stated di↵erently, the damping
only arises when fermion modes below the boson energy
are integrated out; in our Wilsonian RG treatment, we
never integrate out these modes. It is a curiousity that in
our approach, the boson dynamical critical exponent re-
mains at unity at all finite steps of the RG. It seems very
likely that as one goes to higher orders in ✏, more compli-
cated diagrams generate a non-trivial dynamical critical
exponent for the scalar, and its behavior no longer co-
incides with that of a scalar at the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point. At ✏ = 1, such corrections are likely to be quite
important.

This raises the natural question of whether the fixed
points we found here can be continuously interpolated to
✏ = 1, and govern the IR behavior of a quantum critical
metal in d = 2+1. While there is good reason to believe
that the fixed point structure survives to ✏ = 1, there are
several issues which present a challenge in constructing
the theory. Firstly, at energy scales below !LD ⇠ gm⇤

 ,
the boson becomes substantially Landau damped due to
the presence of the dissipative fermion bath29. Secondly,
the e↵ect of ��, which is O(1) relevant in d = 2 + 1,
should be taken into account beyond one-loop order. A
promising route to describing the non-Fermi liquid in
d = 2 + 1 involves looking for self-consistent solutions

of both the boson and fermion self-energies by comput-
ing a Dyson expansion for both quantities. It is well-
known that starting with a Fermi liquid propagator, self-
consistency cannot be achieved, since g is O(1) relevant.
Stated di↵erently, the boson Landau damping, which as-
sumes an underlying Fermi liquid, leads to a non-Fermi
liquid description in d = 2 + 1. However, it is conceiv-
able that by starting with a non-Fermi liquid ansatz, a
self-consistent solution to the problem at hand may be
achieved. In suitable large N limits, for instance, one
can find closed-form integral equations for the boson and
fermion self-energies, and search for self-consistent solu-
tions. Results in this direction, with a comparison to the
present work, will be described in a future publication.
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The result is a Wilson-Fisher boson which dresses a 
fermion into a non-Fermi liquid, stable against 

superconductivity.
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B.  Nf ! 1, N fixed

In this limit, the resulting physics is very different.

G(k,!) = 1
(i!�vF k?)1/2

f(!/k?)

= +

+

Wednesday, July 17, 13

+ ......

Wednesday, July 17, 13

Figure 1: The diagrams which contribute to the fermion self-energy at large N.

=

Wednesday, July 17, 13

Figure 2: An integral equation for the fermion self-energy at large N.

By assumption, we are going to find a scale-invariant fixed point. Therefore, it makes sense

to expand the (inverse) fermion Green’s function as:

G(X) = X + ⌃(X) = µ(
X

µ
)a . (2.8)

µ is simply a fiducial scale introduced to absorb the change in dimensions that accompanies

the development of a fermion anomalous dimension.

6

The bosons win at infinite N.  

But first 1/N correction: ⇧(!) = g2

N ! log(!)

Big effects at a low energy scale ~ g2

N .

Very different from 
“z=3” Landau damping
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Large N limits

Hertz’s theory is exact.  This limit is not scale invariant.

First 1/NF correction - leads to a different type of non-Fermi liquid:

Moral of the story: there are several distinct asymptotic limits with 
different scaling behaviors, dynamic crossovers in this problem.    

Deep in the IR: feedback effects are highly non-trivial (Sung-Sik Lee).  

NF ! 1 :

Seff =

Z

k,!


!2 + k2 + g2

|!|p
k2 + !2

�
�2

c < vF : ⌃(!) =
g2

NF
!2/3 +O(1/N2

F )

The fermions win:

2.4 The leading 1/N correction to the boson self-energy

We have found a controlled fixed point at N = 1, with non-trivial properties for the

dressed fermions. It is now interesting ask: how do these fermions backreact on the boson

fields in the 1/N expansion? In particular, the presence of a fermion anomalous dimension

of O(1) (at ✏ = 1) means that the results will be di↵erentf from those of conventional

weakly-coupled perturbation theory. We focus on the infinite series of diagrams depicted

in Figure 3, which are the leading non-trivial 1/N corrections to the boson self-energy.

= +

+ ....

Saturday, July 20, 13

Figure 3: The resummation of diagrams which gives the leading contribution to the Landau-

damped boson propagator.

In the d = 2 theory, the fermion two-point function is given by

G(!, k) =
1

(! � v
F

`)1/2
, (2.19)

where we used the expression for the anomalous dimension (2.18) of the large N fixed

point.

The resulting contribution to the 1/N correction to the boson self-energy ⇧1/N is

⇧1/N(p0, p) =

Z
d!d`d✓

(2⇡)3
1

(! � v
F

`)1/2
1

(p0 � ! � v
F

(` � pcos(✓))1/2
, (2.20)

where ✓ is the angle between the boson momentum and the virtual fermion momentum.

This pretty clearly gives a contribution that is di↵erent from the standard Landau-damping

due to free fermionic quasi-particles, and so you can all go to hell...

9
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It is interesting to ponder the Veneziano limit;  we plan to 
return to this after sorting out the leading large N limits 

carefully.  

Overall moral:

As you leave any extreme limit of small parameters, there 
are distinct complicated problems to face here.  The result 

will likely be a zoo of possible behaviors...

✏ = 3� d

1/NF1/NB

Towards realistic quantum critical metals

Strong coupling effects dominate in the IR

Complicated IR effects as the small parameters get larger.  
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